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US retailer Sears sells its
Craftsman brand to Stanley Black & Decker
As Sears’ sales continue to decline, and tool
companies consolidate, Stanley has landed
a big fish — but it comes with
conditions.
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COMMENT

One of the major questions hanging over
Metcash’s newly established Independent
Hardware Group is how it intends to promote
its brands. Will everything become Mitre 10, or
will IHG become its own sub-brand,
like Metcash’s IGA brand?
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With Metcash acquiring the operations of Home Timber and Hardware Group (HTH) to add to its Mitre 10
hardware wholesaling business in a new entity named
Independent Hardware Group (IHG), a number of interesting questions come to light.
One of the key questions that has been cause of much discussion at HNN
is what IHG will do as regards marketing.
In the past, HNN has often praised Mitre 10 for managing to extract a lot
of value from every marketing dollar. However, we have also noted that its
marketing funding has been somewhat underdone.
HTH has faced a similar circumstance, and arguably done just as well if
not a bit better. Lacking the celebrity power of Scott Cam, and the marketing presence of sponsoring “The Block” reality TV show, HTH developed an
endearing sense of wry humour in its TV ads. It also extended those ads to
online videos in a way Mitre 10 never has managed to do.

6

HTH also managed to top the Roy Morgan opinion surveys for best hardware store customer service, beating out both Mitre 10 and Bunnings. It’s a
brand that has some real solid market value.
However, the reality of the way marketing works means that IHG will
need to put all its marketing force behind one, single brand. Trying to promote more than one brand — and there are four including Thrifty-Link and
True Value — will just dilute the message, and end up costing much more.
It doesn’t take a genius to work out that the winning brand is going to be
Mitre 10. While that is definitely the correct choice to make, it is going put
HTH on the losing side of a change in more ways than one.
Firstly, as this kind of change is unlikely much before 2018, what will happen to HTH marketing during 2017? It’s likely Mitre 10 will be sponsoring the
The Block again this year, and Scott Cam will be fronting the Mitre 10 brand
as well. Will HTH also get any effective independent advertising of its own?
Secondly, it is going to be something of a wrench for many HTH store owners to let go of the investment they have made in the Home brand. They’ve
really done that brand proud, most of them, and it is always unsettling —
and expensive — to move from one brand to another.
Thirdly, what happens to those Home stores that are in close proximity to
existing Mitre 10 stores? Switching over to Mitre 10 branding will leave them
lacking yet one more difference that could have attracted customers.
Of course, IHG may well leave the decision to change or not change down
to the store owners. But if only one of the brands (Mitre 10) is receiving all
the best marketing attention, it’s not really that much of a choice in the end.
IHG may have come up with a really fair way to work through these problems. HNN is really looking forward to see what happens and how this plays
out in the market.
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Bunnings takes
on K&D site
in Devonport
(TAS)
Bunnings in
Panorama (SA)
gets support
First UK
Bunnings
Warehouse
opens

The first Bunnings UK store
opened its doors to the general
public following a “pre-opening
team member event” for around
600 store employees and their
families and friends on 2 February
2016. This is some four months
after the original October 2016
deadline Bunnings had announced.
Richard Goyder, the managing
director of Bunnings’ corporate
owner, Wesfarmers, is predictably
enthusiastic about the store, telling Fairfax Media that he thought
the new store “looks terrific”. Bunnings plans to open at least four of
Bunnings UK first warehouse external view.
these “testbed” stores before even
considering a broader rollout. This
30,000 items. Bunnings has already honed its
follows the same pattern Bunnings followed
skills in designing smaller stores with its inwhen introducing its first warehouse stores in
ner-metro offerings in Australia.
Australia, and gives the retailer the chance to
It has also widened and deepened the product
fine-tune its offerings. According to Peter (PJ)
range, introducing more DIY and light comDavis, who is managing director of Bunnings
mercial products such as tools and plumbing
UK & Ireland:
supplies. One of the first moves that Bunnings
A second Bunnings Warehouse store in Hatmade when taking over the Homebase stores
field Road, St. Albans will open in April and we
was to close homewares concessions such as
are on track to have at least four pilots up and
Habitat and Laura Ashley.
running by the summer. We are laying strong
That’s not the only improvement that Bunfoundations on which to build the Bunnings
nings has made to the former Homebase way of
Warehouse business in the UK and Ireland for
operating. The new-format stores will employ
generations to come.
more staff (68 people in the case of this store)
This initial trial store is a converted Homebase and include cafes, children’s playgrounds and
outlet, and measures around 70,000 square feet, has already hosted a sausage sizzle. A new
or 6500 square metres. This is less than half the feature not yet found in Australian Bunnings
size of Bunnings’ Australian warehouse-style
stores is a dedicated DIY workshop area, where
stores, most of which range between 15,000 and both adults and younger people can hone their
20,000 square metres. Obviously, the smaller
DIY skills with help from staff.
store footprint limits the number of products
A Bunnings UK website has also launched,
and categories. This means Bunnings UK stores complementing the existing Homebase site. In
will never be exact replicas of those in Australia. keeping with the demands of the British public,
That said, the new-format stores will hold
this is going to be Bunnings’ first full ecomaround 40% more products or stock keeping
merce website.
units than former Homebase stores, with more
The Bunnings UK team has already reduced
space dedicated to garden products and tools
prices at existing stores and moved to an
and less space for kitchens, bathrooms and
everyday low-pricing model to draw customers
homewares. In total, this adds up to more than through the door, rather than high/low pricing.
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Mr Davis said:
The St Albans store will be instantly recognisable as a Bunnings to anyone who has ever
shopped with us. We’re bringing the widest
range of home improvement and garden products to the UK market. And as we’ve said all
along, ranges will be tailored for the UK market.

Products

9

The launch of this store has provided a number of surprises as regards the products it will
feature. HNN had previously speculated about
how Bunnings would fill the gap in its power
tool line, if it were not able to stock leading
brands from Techtronic Industries, specifically
Ryobi and AEG.
At the time, we had assumed that Kingfisher’s
B&Q home improvement store held exclusive
access to those tool lines, in a similar deal to the
one Bunnings has in Australia, and Home Depot
has in the US.
It turns out this must be wrong — as Bunnings UK is stocking both Ryobi and AEG tools.

Local market conditions
The St Albans Bunnings store will test the
GBP20 billion (AUD33.3 billion) British DIY
and gardening market. According to a report
in the Australian Financial Review, the UK
home improvement sector has been mostly
sluggish since the global financial crisis despite
solid housing construction activity. Analysts
suggest many factors to explain this, including
relatively weak wages growth, an abundance
of tradespeople from eastern Europe willing to
work for lower cost that has created a “do it for
me” culture as well as a lack of interest among
young people in tackling home improvement
projects.
Nevertheless, the UK economy remains in
reasonable shape and there is some executive
talk of “green shoots” for DIY, particularly in the
London market. Brexit has so far failed to dent
consumer confidence. And the British love of
gardening shows no signs of weakening, with
suppliers reporting strong demand for their
products.
For the St Albans Bunnings, which is situated
in the middle-class “green belt” that encircles
London, garden products should account for a
big part of its business. The British reliance on
external handymen means the store must make
sure it appeals to trade customers.

Bunnings’ move to an “everyday low prices”
model at the traditionally expensive Homebase
stores indicates a confident belief that it can do
home improvement better than the established
players. Soon after it acquired Homebase, Bunnings management aggressively undercut B&Q
and its other main competitor, Wickes, on the
price of Dulux paint (sourced from the European Dulux company, which is not associated with
Australia’s DuluxGroup).
These sort of bold moves are necessary to not
just change the perception about Homebase
being pricey, but to spread the word about
Bunnings. Although the ubiquitous national
advertising campaigns have helped Bunnings
in Australia, they remain uneconomic in the UK
until the chain achieves genuine scale.

continues next page
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The possibility of a
$42 million Bunnings
store in Panorama
(SA) is being discussed
again after it received
support from the local
mayor.
Bunnings general
manager – property,
Andrew Marks said
Bunnings is working
with Mitcham Council
to address concerns
about designs for
the former TAFE site,
centred around landscaping, paving and a
lack of trees. He told
Adelaide Now:
Bunnings will continue to work collaboratively with the relevant
authorities throughout the application
process and is looking
forward to bringing
investment and jobs to
Panorama.
However, the council’s Development
Assessment Panel
rejected a second
application to build
a warehouse store
on Goodwood Road,
also calling for better
fencing and a review
of rubbish collection
hours.
In August 2016,
almost 100 residents
turned up to a development panel meeting
to protest the plans.
Their main concerns
centred around the
belief that the building
would be out of character for the area and
create traffic problems.
The Say No to
Bunnings Panorama
resident group has
also collected more

continued from previous page

Additional UK stores

Bunnings is also scouting for sites for greenfield Bunnings stores, which would be cheaper
than converting existing Homebase stores.
The big box retailer plans to open at least
four such stores over the next few months, but
Mr Goyder said the conversion of Homebase’s
entire fleet would depend on whether the new
format was embraced by consumers. He said:
Conversion will depend on how the first handThe potential Bunnings site in Panorama (SA)
ful go – when we’re happy with how they go well
than 2000 signatures
He said:
move relatively quickly. It will take some time
against the developWe were very conbecause there are 270 stores, but if we need to
ment since October
cerned with the rear
make tweaks we’ll do that before we do a fast
rollout.
2015.
access that we would
Mr Goyder also played down former Bunnings
However, Mitcham
have tradies and all
mayor Glenn Spear
these people short-cut- CEO John Gillam’s decision to resign from the
said he hoped the
ting through the area. Homebase board, saying that, as planned, he
development would
We discussed that with remained chairman of the Bunnings Group
Council and the Bunnings UK and Ireland advibe now be approved
Bunnings and they
as soon as possible. He decided to block it and sory board. He said:
He has stepped down from all the boards – it
believes the site is an
we were happy with
was all part of the plan – but he is still on the
“eyesore”. He said:
that. If someone else
If we say no to every- were to go there, there Bunnings Council and advisory group. Both
thing then we become would be no certainty businesses are working together and he is still
heavily involved in the UK.
a council known to be that would happen.
Wesfarmers plans to invest an additional
anti-development and
The big box retailAUD1 billion over the next few years improving
anti-progressive. It’s
er has had the site
time for Mitcham to
earmarked for a store and expanding the UK and Ireland businesses
and does not expect the acquisition to be earnmove out of this retro- since purchasing the
ings accretive until 2018 or 2019.
grade position.
former TAFE site in
Mr Goyder is confident Bunnings will evenMr Spear said Bun2014. If the plans are
tually achieve an 18% return on capital within
nings had been “fabapproved, it said the
ulously responsive to
store would create 340 three to five years. Many analysts, however,
council and addressed construction jobs and believe Wesfarmers will struggle to achieve its
return targets. Citigroup said in a recent note:
most of our demands 190 permanent roles.
We expect return on capital to improve at
and it is council’s
https://goo.
Homebase, but believe it will settle at 11% return
opinion it should be
gl/6AQRVh
approved”.
https://goo.gl/h7sTfE on invested capital, not the 18% targeted by Wesfarmers because the store sizes and locations
Meanwhile, Panorama resident Neil
will be challenging.
Baron has lodged
proceedings in the
Environment, Resources and Development
Court, to appeal the
development panel’s
decision to reject the
application.
Mr Baron said locals
had been worried
about traffic heading
to the back of the site.
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Bunnings in Mount
looming relocation of
for Mount Gambier is
Gambier (SA) will
the Jubilee Highway
to relocate our existing
relocate its warehouse West Bunnings store to store, including all
to the former Masters the new site. He said:
current Bunnings team
site, according to The
We can confirm a de- members.
Border Watch. It
will be another
anchor store for
the Mount Gambier Marketplace
located close to
the region’s residential growth
corridor.
The Bunnings
store will join Big
W, Woolworths
and smaller speciality stores at
the Marketplace.
The Mount Gambier Marketplace in South Australia
The big box retailer has yet to release
velopment application
But Mr Marks was
when it will begin the has been lodged and
unable to release a
development works
approved for the conrelocation date as planat the site. Bunnings
version of the Masters ning was still under
general manager –
Mount Gambier site
way.
property Andrew
into a Bunnings WareBunnings also inMarks welcomed the
house. Our intention
tends to ensure its ex-

isting Jubilee Highway
location is leased. The
company spokesperson
said:
Hopefully this will

participate in the local
community through
hands-on support
of local community
groups and hosting the
famous Bunnings
sausage sizzles.
Mount Gambier
Marketplace is
owned by SCA
Property Group.
Operations general manager, Sid
Sharma said:
This partnership
with Bunnings ensures that the customers of Mount
Gambier Marketplace will continue to have access to
support bulky goods
their groceries, home
retailers entering the
improvement, general
region and create new merchandise, fashion
jobs in Mount Gamand dining needs in one
bier. The new store will convenient location.
continue to actively
contribute to and
https://goo.gl/KLhess

In addition to
the Bunnings
Warehouse
and the former
Masters store,
Mt Gambier
also has two
HBT members,
Whiteheads
Timber Sales
and MG Plasterers, and the Mt
Gambier Banner
Mitre 10.
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Bunnings moving into Devonport
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The Advocate reports
that Bunnings will take
over the soon-to-be-vacant K&D Warehouse
site at the Devonport
Regional Homemaker
Centre in Tasmania.
After the announcement that K&D
Warehouse will close,
Bunnings general
manager – property,
Andrew Marks said
it was approached to
take over the land. He
said:
Following K&D’s
decision to close their
Devonport store, we
were approached to
consider a potential
tenancy instead of
undertaking our
own development on
adjoining land. We
can confirm we have
now entered into an
agreement with the
land owner.
Mr Marks confirmed
Bunnings would lease
the property where
K&D stands, which will
be expanded. He said:
The development represents an investment
over $19 million and

is expected to create
over 80 employment
opportunities for local
residents.
The lease takeover
date is unknown. Mr
Marks said he would
inform the Devonport
community when a
date was established.
Bunnings was strongly rumoured to open a
store at the Devonport
Regional Homemaker
Centre for some time.
Devonport Mayor
Steve Martin said with
K&D closing in March,
the rumours became
stronger recently and
it was expected Bunnings would move in.
https://goo.gl/DUJNKv
https://goo.
gl/6qHUAK

Stores affected by this include:

Becks Home Timber & Hardware
LATROBE - Wells Mitre 10

Devonport Building Supplies-HBT

Robert Fergusson Devonport Trade
Plumbing (Samios) -HBT
SUP-PLY -HBT
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K&D store closures in
Tasmania
Kemp and Denning
(K&D) has announced
it will close its Devonport and Glenorchy
locations.
According to a report
in The Advocate, a
trade customer of the
Devonport store said
he received an email
from K&D Warehouse
chief executive Nick
Fazzolari saying the
branch would close
on March 3. The email
said despite its best
efforts, K&D could not
make its Devonport
outlet viable.
K&D confirmed the
three other businesses
in the state’s south
were not affected and
operating as normal.
The email also said the
company’s financial
position remained
strong and the affected
staff would receive
full entitlements and
additional assistance
as well.
Devonport Chamber of Commerce and
Industry president
Stacey Sheehan said
the closure of K&D was
devastating for workers but was optimistic
for the future of the
North-West. She said:
There does appear
to be a lot of positive
sentiment about the
local economy. People
are hiring and hope-

fully this has not come
as a complete shock,
because I know a lot of
people have been looking at it and questioning whether it would
stay open or not.
To Ms Sheehan, the
closure of the store
was not unexpected.
She said:
There is a lot of choice
for hardware on the
North-West Coast and
obviously what they
were providing was not
meeting with what the
market wanted.
Devonport Mayor
Steve Martin said his
sympathies were with
the K&D workers that
were out of a job.
I do think this is
specific to K&D having
to close when it pretty
much has a large portion of the hardware
market in Devonport
perhaps the business
model is wrong.
It’s believed a development application
for K&D to extend it’s
nursery area at the
homemaker centre had
been lodged with the
council recently and
was in the process of
being assessed.
However, instead
of an expansion plan
K&D staff, shareholders and trade customers were informed of
the Devonport store’s

closure.
The closure of K&D’s
Devonport store and
loss of almost 40 jobs
was a blow to the city.
However, it also created the opportunity for
Bunnings or another
large retailer of bulky
goods to move into the
vacant hardware site,
he said.

the store just before
Christmas for close to
$6 million. He said he
had not yet decided
what the site would
be used for, but that it
was possible he would
expand the nearby motor company or install
a tenant.
Mr Stewart — whose
latest projects include
a $16 million hotel deSale of Glenorchy velopment on a prime
site
Tamar River site —
said the K&D store was
K&D chairman Greg in a “strategically great
Goodman said the
location”. He expected
Glenorchy store was
jobs to be created at
closing because the
the site after K&D’s
building, on Derwent
closure.
Park Road, had been
K&D opened its first
sold.
warehouse store in HoJackson Motor
bart in 1986. The GleCompany managing
norchy store opened
director and entrepre- in 1996, followed by
neur Errol Stewart has Cambridge in 2008 and
confirmed his compa- Devonport in 2013.
ny purchased the K&D
https://goo.gl/zQ0BEF
building late last year.
Mr Stewart said
https://goo.gl/3FY2TO
his company bought
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OneMix Rapid Set is a proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate, sand and additives which
requires no mixing – just add clean water.
Hardens in 15 minutes, with a compressive
strength of 25MPa when fully cured. Ideal for
setting fence posts, letter boxes, and other
non-structural uses in the home and garden.

OneMix Mortar is a ready to use proportioned
blend of cement and sand suitable for brick
and blockwork applications such as letterboxes, BBQs, garden edging, setting stonework
and general purpose grouting. For use by
both the professional or home handy person.

OneMix Concrete is a ready to use proportioned blend of cement, aggregate and sand
for use where a quality concrete is required.
Compressive strength of 25MPa when fully
cured. Suits smaller jobs such as pathways,
slabs and garden edging. For use by both
professionals and the home handy person.
OneMix Post Mix is a ready to use proportioned blend of cement, aggregate and sand
suitable for non-structural concrete applications. It’s an economical alternative to OneMix Concrete designed specifically for post
hole applications. Compressive strength of
15MPa - 20MPa when fully cured.
OneMix Paver Sand is a graded sand with a
bonding agent additive and is suitable for filling joints in paving applications. Sunstate has
access to a range of sand products suitable for
paving applications and landscaping works.
Other sand products can be made available
depending on market demand.
OneMix is a new range of bagged drymix products,
Australian made with Australian materials by Sunstate
Cement. OneMix is shipped in state of the art Form-FillSeal plastic packaging technology, in 10kg, 20kg and
30kg sizes, for convenience and excellent shelf life.

www.onemix.com.au

PH: (07) 3895 9800
FAX: (07) 3895 9801

enquiries@onemix.com au
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HItachi power
tools unit sold
to private
equity
MiTek takes
on DIY
Technologies
Stanley Black
& Decker buys
Craftsman
brand

Stanley Black &
Decker (Stanley) has
struck a deal to buy the
90-year-old Craftsman
brand from troubled
US-based retailer
Sears.
The USD900 million (AUD1.23 billion)
acquisition will also
add Sears’ signature
lifetime warranty to
Stanley’s portfolio of
hand and power tools.
The company will
pay USD525 million
(AUD694 million) at
closing and USD250
million (AUD330
million) after three
years. It will also make
annual payments on
new Craftsman sales
for 15 years.
Sears will continue to
offer Craftsman-branded products at Sears
and Kmart stores
through a perpetual
license from Stanley
Black & Decker.
The Craftsman line
includes power tools
such as saws, drills
and hand tools such as
wrenches and screwdrivers as well as lawn
mowers, barbecue
grills and other gardening equipment.
The acquisition gives
the company an entry
into the lawn and garden equipment market,
estimated by Stanley
to be worth USD12 bil-

lion (AUD15 billion).
Just 35% of Craftsman sales come from
tools so the deal also
represents a significant
expansion into other
business lines.
In a statement,
Stanley CEO James

Much of the 10% sold
outside Sears-related channels is sold
through Ace Hardware
stores.
Craftsman’s appeal
might be slightly stronger with older customers who remember

bly strong brand.
Stanley is working
on plans to begin
expanding Craftsman’s
distribution but currently sells Stanley and
Black & Decker brands
to some of the biggest
home and hardware
retailers, including
Home Depot, Lowe’s
and Amazon.

America First
After announcing an
agreement to purchase
Craftsman from Sears,
Stanley said it will
construct a new USD35
million (AUD46 million)
hi-tech factory in the
US to broaden the
Craftsman tool line.
The decision is
considered a move to
prevent Stanley from
a “border tax” or tariff
Loree said his compa- it from decades ago,
that has been threatny will increase the
when the Sears cataened by President Donavailability of Craftslogue’s role was similar ald Trump. Mr Trump
man products through to that of e-commerce has warned a tax could
other retailers (brick
today, Mr Loree said.
be imposed on comand mortar and online) But he estimated
panies that relocate
as well as industrial
the brand could add
to other countries to
partners. The agreeabout USD100 million make products and
ment allows Stanley
(AUD132 million) of rev- then sell those prodto increase Craftsman enue growth per year
ucts back in the US.
sales in these untapped for the next 10 years,
Mr Loree said that
channels.
in part by making
US manufacturing caCurrently, about 90% Craftsman products
pacity made “business
of Craftsman prodmore widely available. sense” and was close to
ucts are sold through
He said:
his company’s philosoSears, Kmart and Sears The world has
phy “to make where we
Hometown stores,
changed, but Craftssell whenever possible”
according to Mr Loree. man is still an incrediContinues next page
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whether that is in the US or any other country where Stanley has a presence. He believes many end users prefer to buy
products that are produced in their own countries.
He also called the Craftsman deal an opportunity to
“re-Americanise and revitalise” the brand.
Stanley, which already has around 30 manufacturing
plants in the US, has increased the number of manufacturing employees by 40% in the past three years. It currently
has about 3,000 domestic production workers. Mr Loree
said:
We already manufactured many products cost-effectively
in the US and in some cases, we’ve been able to bring manufacturing back to the US at a lower cost than producing
overseas.
In addition to the threat of trade policies that could
damage imports, manufacturing products in the US to sell
to American consumers reduces logistics and distribution
costs and lowers the company’s environmental footprint,
Loree said.
https://goo.gl/JMNPsC
https://goo.gl/6a14qe
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Arlec enters UK market
Australian electronic and electrical products supplier,
Arlec will be able to serve Bunnings UK stores through its
relationship with CEVA Logistics.
Under the deal, CEVA will provide warehousing, storage
and relabeling services to Arlec from its site at Mendlesham
in Suffolk (UK).
CEVA said it has a long-established tailored approach
for companies in the global DIY industry, and has wide
experience in managing inbound electronic and electrical
products requiring a range of added value services. Arlec
Australia managing director, Balu Jega said:
We are delighted to have partnered with CEVA for our
entry into the UK market. The Mendlesham facility is ideally
located to manage both our inbound air and ocean product
lines. CEVA’s ability to provide storage solutions combined
with their experience in managing ranges of Far East imported products means that our entry into this new market
couldn’t have gone more smoothly.
Of the inbound traffic to be handled under the contract,
95% will be brought to the UK via ocean freight with 5%
coming in by air for CEVA to then store and distribute. CEVA’s executive vice president, Michael O’Donoghue, said:
CEVA’s implementation of this supply chain solution
demonstrates our commitment to new customers in an area
where we have considerable experience and expertise. Arlec’s
product range is constantly developing and we have put in
place a range of flexible options to ensure we can meet their
future development.
https://goo.gl/gd0hxR
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Hitachi power tools sold off
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US private equity
firm Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts (KKR) has
agreed to buy Hitachi’s power tools unit,
Hitachi Koki for about
USD1.3 billion (AUD1.69
billion).
KKR will launch a
tender offer running
from January 30 to
March 22 to acquire
Hitachi’s holdings,
which amount to a
little over 40% of the
unit’s outstanding
shares, or 51% of voting
rights. Hitachi Koki
will be delisted and
will eventually drop
the Hitachi brand. CEO
of KKR Japan, Hiro
Hirano said:
Hitachi Koki is
well-positioned for further organic and inorganic growth given the
high quality of its products, its high-calibre

investors and analysts.
Things changed in
2016, when the parent
company told Hitachi
Koki executives to
hammer out a growth
strategy, including “a
possible departure
from the group,” an
executive told the Nikkei Asian Review. The
unit had just acquired
German power tool
company Metabo and
was in the middle of
drafting a new medium-term plan, looking
at overseas expansion.
Hitachi had two
decisions to make:
whether to choose an
industrial company or
an investment fund as
team and the attractive according to the Nikkei the buyer, and whethenvironment for power Asian Review.
er to keep the unit.
tools through cordless
The deal marks Hita- Discussions ensued,
and digital trends.
chi’s first complete sale with some arguing
Looking ahead, we
of a major subsidiary
that private equity has
are fully committed to since the 2012 divesta negative reputation
leveraging our global
ment of a hard-drive
and that taking the
network and resources unit, a move made un- Hitachi brand away
to provide full support der former president
from the subsidiary
to Hitachi Koki in
and current chairman would undermine its
pursuing its growth
Hiroaki Nakanishi.
business.
strategy.
The transaction is also
Hitachi also received
unusual for the group a bid for the unit from
Background
in that the buyer is a
Kyoto-based Kyocera,
private equity firm.
which said it would
Hitachi has weighed
Since Toshiaki
create an all-around
various options for
Higashihara took the
tool manufacturer.
the future of its power helm as president in
Against this negotools unit as the
April 2014, Hitachi’s
tiations, KKR offered
conglomerate becomes efforts to reorganise
a higher price, along
increasingly focused
have been limited
with plans to beef
on infrastructure and mostly to reducing
up the Hitachi Koki’s
information systems.
its stakes in Hitachi
foreign operations and
In the end, it decided
Transport System and support a relisting.
to strike a clear blow
Hitachi Capital from
Mr Higashihara
against what it perroughly 60% each to
showed little hesitaceives is Hitachi Koki’s about 30%. But these
tion in selling the unit
culture of dependence partial sales appeared even though Hitachi
on the parent company, half-hearted to some
Koki is profitable, with
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a projected operating
margin of more than
4% for the fiscal year
ending in March.
Part of Mr Higashihara’s determination
to sell appears to stem
from a desire to root
out a perceived tendency in Hitachi Koki
to rely on the parent
company. Hitachi’s
choice for a complete
sale seems to be an
emphasis on discipline
in group management.
But critics could still
point to other non-core
businesses such as
Hitachi’s chipmaking
equipment and appliance businesses.
Hitachi has made
no progress on plans
to spend 1 trillion yen
(AUD11.5 billion) on
acquisitions in the
three years through
fiscal 2018. It remains
to be seen whether
the group’s latest
divestment will lead
to bolder growth
moves similar to those
of General Electric
and Siemens. These
conglomerates have
proven more willing
to make clean breaks
when exiting business
and have used the proceeds for acquisitions
in their focus areas.
https://goo.gl/HJbFtm
https://goo.gl/d1KQes

indie
supplier
update
AMES new owner of Hills Hoist
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Hills is selling
its gardening and
laundry products
business, Hills Home
Living (HHL) to AMES
Australasia, the local
subsidiary of US-based
Griffon Corporation.
It has sold the right
to make and sell Hills
Hoist clotheslines after
concluding it could
not make money from
the iconic Australian
household product.
The Hills Hoist joins
a stable that includes
Cyclone and Nylex.
AMES will acquire
tooling equipment
and trademarks not
used by Hills and has
undertaken to invest
in the HHL brand that
extends across laundry products, ironing
boards, garden sprayers, watering systems,
as well as clotheslines.
Hills chief executive
David Lenz said AMES
with its established
export markets, local
infrastructure and
retail distribution networks, offered the best
future for HHL.
AMES has indicated
that it intends to re-

vitalise HHL’s product
portfolio as well as
introduce a wide range
of solution-focused
products on the home
and garden sectors.
Simon Hupfeld, AMES
Australasia chief executive, said:
We consider this a
tremendous development for our business,
and have great confidence that the many
customers, employees
and suppliers of Hills
will enjoy the benefits
of this new ownership
structure. As now part
of our global AMES
team, Hills will be very
well positioned to serve
its customers better
through our established capabilities in
design, marketing, customer service, procurement and distribution.
Under the deal AMES
will distribute HHL
products through
hardware retail channels including Bunnings, Home Timber
and Hardware, Mitre10
and Thrifty-Link.
Bunnings does not
currently stock the
brand following Hills’

licensing deal with the
now defunct Masters
chain.
In 2014, the Hills
brand was licensed to
Woolworths’s Masters
chain for seven years
to generate a new
revenue stream for the
business. That deal fell
apart less than two
years later with Woolworths’s move to exit
its home improvement
business and close its
Masters stores. But
Hills received a severance payment worth
AUD6 million.
Mr Lenz said AMES
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was essentially taking
over the business operated by Woolworths
under its licensing arrangement from Hills.
Mr Lenz also said a
recent strategic review
found it was no longer
viable to make and sell
home living products.
The Hills of today is a
value added distributor
of technology products
and services and the
company is focused
on delivering security and surveillance
solutions, audio visual,
IT, communications
and health solutions.

It is important that we
remain focused on our
core business activities.
Hills did not disclose
the sale price but said
it would maximise value for its shareholders
and improve earnings
for the first half of
the 2017 financial year,
more than offsetting
the weaker trading
results of its Hills
Building Technologies
(HBT) business.
https://goo.gl/uD98ss
https://goo.gl/eh7SRd

retail update
Former Mitre 10 exec is
Forty Winks CEO
in this
update:
Ruralco
start
textreports
strong quarter
Forty Winks
appoints exMitre 10 exec
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Bedroom retailer
Forty Winks has a new
chief executive, David
Edwards, who was
appointed following
a long search process.
The role has been vacant since the former
CEO, Con Dekazos, left
the business in August
2016 after two years at
the helm.

Mr Edwards has over
30 years experience in
retail, holding senior
roles at Myer and
The Laminex Group.
During his time at
Laminex, the company was acquired by
Fletcher Building. This
provided him with the
opportunity to move
to New Zealand where

he served three years
as CEO of Fletcher Distribution, which trades
under the PlaceMakers
brand.
Returning to Australia, Mr Edwards joined
Mitre 10 where he
served as general manager of retail trade and
sales, general manager
of joint ventures and
alliances and eventually as general manager
of strategy – building
products. He was also
on several Mitre 10
joint venture boards,
where he said he developed a real passion for
independent retail.
I’m delighted to have
the opportunity to
lead Australia’s iconic

bedroom retail specialist, Forty Winks.
Independent business
owners are the backbone of Australian
retail, so I look forward
to working closely with
our dedicated franchisees across the country
to achieve continued
growth and success.
The instalment of a
new CEO follows Forty
Winks announcement
that it is expanding
its retail footprint,
with three new stores
in Springvale (VIC),
Marsden Park (NSW)
and Mackay (QLD).
https://goo.gl/cfqRR6

Turnaround quarter for Ruralco
Ruralco had
positive trading conditions
across most of its
businesses in the
three months to
December 31, 2016
The group has
seen growth in
sales of agricultural chemicals
and pre-season fertilisers,
reflecting improved farmer
confidence. This
in turn generated
robust cash flows
from increased

demand for general rural merchandise.
However, the
company pointed out that the
same rainfall that
aided plantings
had led to a
slower-than-expected start to the
year in its water
infrastructure
business.
While Ruralco’s
water business
has experienced
challenging conditions with above

average rainfall
experienced in the
first quarter in
South Australia,
and recent and
continuing warm
weather in Tasmania where the
group has a major
project underway,
management expects a full recovery of earnings by
the end of year.
Over the next
three months the
recent rainfall and
the availability of
the irrigation wa-
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ter in a number of
regions is expected to continue the
demand for rural
supplies products
and services.
The company
said live export
volumes in
Queensland and
the Northern
Territory had
increased with
strong volumes
and prices – and
a recent uplift in
the wool market – expected to
continue.

In 2016, Ruralco
reported a 69%
fall in full-year
profit because
of divestments
and the cost of
restructuring.
https://goo.gl/
TlvsMW
https://goo.gl/
b0OQuF
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Retailtext
start
Systems
Research (RSR)
surveyed US
retailers on
the impact of
the Internet of
Things (IoT).
70% said
IoT would
drastically
impact retail
over the next 3
years.

Mainstream media
has recently seized on
the Australian Bureau
of Statistics sales
numbers for hardware
retail to suggest that
the closing down sale
of Woolworths’ Masters Home Improvement big box stores
has had an impact on
performance during
December 2016. In fact,
a number of articles
have suggested that
this has pulled down
the numbers for
Australian retail sales
overall.
The declining number that the media
point to is that for

seasonally adjusted
sales. For overall Australian retail this fell
by 0.1% for December
2016. For household
goods retailing, the
seasonally adjusted
estimate fell by 2.3%.
In that category by far
the highest seasonally
adjusted fall was for
hardware, which was
down 6.6%.
This might seem
quite discouraging, but
a very different tale
is told by the trend
estimate statistics.
The trend estimate
indicates that retail
turnover in Australia
rose by 0.3% in De-

cember 2016, following
similar increases in
both October and November 2016. The trend
estimate for household
goods also increased
by 0.3%, with the trend
estimate for hardware
flat at 0%.
So, what does all this
mean? We need to
start by understanding
what the difference
is between seasonally
adjusted and trend
estimate numbers. The
thinking behind both
of these statistics is to
help to provide statistical numbers which
enable a direct comparison between two con-

secutive time periods
(usually months).
We all know that
if you were to just compare the original retail
sales numbers for the
consecutive months
of, say, August and
September in any one
year, you could mistakenly conclude that the
industry had undergone a big surge — as
September is always
going to be more active
than August.
By using moving
averages in a clever
mathematical way, it
is possible for statisticians to work out what
the seasonal compo-

91% said it
would be very
important
to inventory
management.
83% said it
would drive
customer
interaction.
51% said IoT
adoption was
held back
by lack of
infrastructure
Chart 1: Comparison of Trend Estimate, Seasonally Adjusted, and Original revenues, monthly, 2014 to 2016.
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nent of the increase
between August and
September would be.
When they remove or
adjust for that component, they provide
numbers for August
and September which
can be better compared, and will provide
a forecast estimate as
to whether demand is
increasing or falling.
However, there are
even more factors that
distort statistics when
comparing months.
Some months have
five Saturdays in them,
others only have four.
Some months have 31
days in them, others
only 30, or 28, or even
29. Holidays such as
Easter move around,
and so forth. The trend
estimate takes factors
such as these into
account, and attempts
to deliver statistics
that have as little of
this kind of “noise” as
possible.
Given all that, what
should you do when
confronted with
statistics where the
seasonally adjusted
and the trend estimate
numbers seem to be at

odds?
In general, the first
thing to lookat, particularly for hardware
statistics, is what has
made up “the season”,
especially the weather.
Seasonal adjustment
relies on specific
weather patterns, and
if these have shifted,
that might be something that is contributing to the difference.

an area extending
from southern South
Australia through
to northwest Western Australia. Large
parts of these regions
experienced mean
temperatures in the
warmest 10% of historical records for December, with record-high
temperatures on the
south coast of New
South Wales, in eastern
Gippsland, and parts of
Weather for
southwest Queensland.
December 2016
In New South Wales it
was the second-warmAustralia’s Bureau of est December on record
Meteorology publishes behind December 1990,
a very useful report
2.21 °C above average,
which summarises
while Queensland
weather conditions
recorded its equal
by month for all of
sixth-warmest DeAustralia. The report
cember (1.29 °C above
for December 2016 can average).
be found at: goo.gl/
...
D9eoJ4.
Daytime temperaAccording to this
tures were well above
report, weather for
average across most
December 2016 was
of eastern and northunusual in a number of ern New South Wales,
regards. First, as far as southern Queensland
temperature is conand the Cape York Pencerned:
insula, and the GippsMean temperatures
land region of Victoria,
were above average
as well as in parts of
across most of the
southern South Auseastern half of Austra- tralia. The statewide
lia as well as through
average maximum

Source: BOM, Monthly Weather Review Australia:
December 2016

Source: BOM, Monthly Weather Review Australia:
December 2016
temperature in New
in parts of the Top End
South Wales was 2.37
of the northern Ter°C above average, the
ritory and northwest
seventh-warmest on re- Western Australia.
cord and the warmest
Rainfall also followed
December since 2005.
an unusual pattern.
...
Nationally, DecemAbove-average tember rainfall was 76%
peratures were also
above average, and the
observed across most
fifth-wettest December
of South Australia,
on record. South AusVictoria, southern and tralia had its wettest
eastern Tasmania, and December on record;
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stats
Western Australia and
the Northern Territory
had their third-wettest
December on record;
and all other States,
apart from Queensland
and Victoria, had
above average December rainfall.

Masters’ influence
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While it seems likely
that weather has contributed to this result,
that doesn’t mean that
Masters didn’t have a
role as well. The logic
behind the Masters
sale having an effect
would be that it pulled
sales forward into
October and November, inflating the sales
numbers for those
months, then dwindled
during December, deflating the sales numbers for that month.
What partially argues
against this is that the
sale did continue until
12 December, and those
12 days likely accounted for 50% of all sales
during that month,
giving that they would
have fallen off steeply
for hardware after
Christmas. It’s also
fairly likely that the
sales volume, as the
sale discounts reached
their peak, would have
been quite high. However, without a monthby-month breakout of
sales (which we will
never get) it’s impossible to say.
That said, the seasonally adjusted figures
do show above trend
sales revenues for
September, October
and November. Cumu-

latively, however, these
would not account for
the fall (in seasonal
terms) for December. It
is evidently a complex
situation.
It is interesting to
speculate about the
overall effect of the
Masters sale. It looks
like Masters managed
to sell around $700
million worth of stock
for something like $550
million, in a sale lasting
from mid-September
up until 12 December
2016. At an estimate
that would be around
$510 million in the final
calendar quarter of
the year, when under
normal circumstances
sales would have been
around $260 million.
However, due to its
discounted nature,
that $510 million would
have displaced $660
million or so in undiscounted sales, meaning
that there was a net
additional effect of
$300 million or so.

in comparison with
the market. If such an
operation seems to be
having a great month,
with sales up 5%, but
the overall market for
that region grew by
6%, its likely that it is
in some risk of losing
market share — just as
conversely what might
seem like a bad month,
with sales down 3%,
might actually be pretty good, if the overall
market went down by
4%.

all states and territories into a narrow
band. This is a trend
that begins with the
calendar 2015 year, and
intensifies for 2016.
What this indicates
is that the drivers for
spending on hardware
have become more
national and general
in nature, rather than
being specific to individual states and territories. Prior to that,
there was quite strong
variance in hardware
retail revenue growth
Current retail between states and
statistics
territories.
One reason for this is
So, what do the
that natural resources,
current retail statistics in particular minerreveal? Chart 2 shows als, have declined as
the percentage change a source of economin retail sales for calic growth for most
endar years going back states and territories.
to 2008. As has been
These tend to provide
shown in previous
economic stimulus
charts of this nature
that is highly regional
we’ve published, there in nature. In terms of
has been an increashousing construction,
ing consolidation of
and construction in
growth percentages for general, while this con-

tinues at very different levels in different
regions, there would
seem to be no truly
“break away” regions
that are accelerating
past other regions by a
wide margin.
It is also likely that
national economic
drivers, such as interest rates, bank loan
regulations, budget
decisions, the rate of
inflation, and industry
assistance packages,
have come to have a
stronger influence
than many regional
forces.
In general, the trends
reflected are mildly
positive. The only region to show negative
growth (shrinkage) is
the Northern Territory,
at a relatively mild 5%.
The other states and
territories show grow
in the range of 3% to
12%. This is in contrast
to many previous years
where, while some
states and territories

HNN statistics
Though we’ve mentioned this in the past
in this column, it’s
worth repeating that
at HNN we tend to
focus on the original
data, rather than
seasonally adjusted or
estimated trend data.
The reason for this is
that we see ourselves
as providing information for store owners
and retail managers.
The original data is
the best source to use
for getting a good idea
of how a retail operation is performing

Chart 2: Retail sales for hardware year to December, percentage change
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would show strong
gains, usually two
would show negative
growth, with at least
one losing more than
5%.
That said, the results
for calendar 2016 are
not as positive as those
for calendar 2015. The
results for the earlier
year showed higher
overall percentage
gains, and no states or
territories were in the
negative growth part
of the chart.
Looking at charts 3
to 5, we can see the cumulative contribution
of states and territories
to hardware retail revenues. Chart 3, which
indicates the numbers
for each calendar year
since 2008, gives a clear
indication of just how
strong the contribution from NSW, VIC
and QLD has been,
making up over 70% of
the national revenue
total.
Chart 4 shows the
cumulative contribution of states and
territories to hardware
retail revenue for the
month of December,
going back to 2008. As
indicated by the numbers in Chart 1, for 2016
there has been more
limited growth, after
particularly strong
growth in December
2015 as contrasted to
December 2014.
Chart 5 is in some
ways a counterpoint
to Chart 4, showing the cumulative
contribution of states
and territories to the
final calendar quarter.
The growth for the

2016 quarter is similar
to that for the 2015
quarter, with strongest
growth clearly coming
from NSW.

Conclusions
It is important for
us to remember that
the numbers reflected
here are those for only
the revenue coming
into hardware retail.
The real effect of the
closing out discounts
at Masters will be
on earnings before
interest and taxation
(EBIT). Not only will
the Masters discounts
have diverted dollars to
Woolworths, but other
hardware retailers will
have been driven into
deeper discounts just
to keep pace.
In looking ahead to
the results the industry will produce
through 2017, it is most
likely that these results
will be similar to 2016.
While concerns about
the boom/bust cycle
in residential housing
will continue, there
are few events on the
horizon that will cause
substantial change
over its current rates
of growth. Renovation
is set to coast slightly
lower through the year,
according to several
forecasts, and this
will be driven slightly
lower for hardware as
many renovations focus more expenditure
on technology offerings, such as “smart”
kitchen appliances and
whitegoods.
In the industry itself,
Metcash’s Independent

Hardware Group will
be spending most of
its energy on consolidation activities, such
as matching up the
retail technologies of
Mitre 10 and Home
Hardware. Bunnings
may see this as an opportunity to take some
additional market
share, but it will be for
the most part consol-

idating its position in
areas where it has yet
to build a substantial
presence.
One area of more
rapid expansion open
to Bunnings is through
the ready-made
ex-Masters leaseholds
it has acquired. With
the resolution of the
sale of Hydrox Holdings still ongoing

between Woolworths
and Lowe’s Companies,
it’s unlikely this will be
resolved before June
2017. Bunnings has
flagged that it will take
around five months to
refit those leaseholds
and new Bunnings
Warehouses, so their
impact will be delayed
until 2018.

Chart 3: Retail sales for hardware year to December, state/territory figures

Chart 4: Retail sales for hardware month of December, state/territory figures

Chart 5: Retail sales for hardware calendar Q4, state/territory figures
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GUD Group FY 2016/17
first half results
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Slight drop in
revenue, but
a good EBIT
performance.
Household and
commercial
cleaning
division Oates
maintained
sales, but saw
EBIT decline.
Oates was
affected by
the closure of
Masters, and
a decision
not to supply
Woolworths,
due to
declining
margins on
sales.

Australian automotive and home products
company GUD Holdings has reported its results
for the first half of FY2016/17. Revenue for the
half-year to 31 December 2016 for continuing
operations was $291.2 million, a fall of 1% over
revenue for the previous corresponding period
(pcp). The company reported earnings before
interest and taxation (EBIT) of $36.5 million, up
by 96% over the pcp. Profit from operations for
the year was $17.7 million dollars.
The results are promising for the restructured
company, and follow from a write-down of some
$75.7 million for the company’s Dexion industrial warehouse and racking business. Other
portfolio changes have included the acquisition
of the Brown & Watson automotive business
(which has key lighting business Narva, and
battery maintenance business Projecta) in July
2015, and the sale of the company’s interest in
the appliance manufacturer Sunbeam in July
2016. More recently on 30 November 2016 the
company sold off its Lock Focus business to
Safecorp Group, for $6 million.

chairman, Ross Herron, had this to say in his
address to the annual general meeting in October 2016:
While reporting a growth in revenue, profitability at Oates declined 11% on the prior
year [during FY2015/16]. The main reason for
this decline was the difficulty in obtaining
price increases in the retail channel, including
supermarket and hardware customers, to offset
the higher cost of product stemming from the
devaluation of the Australian dollar. Both the
grocery and hardware sectors remain extremely
competitive and under significant pressure, as
the demise of Masters reflects. These pressures
fall back on suppliers in many instances, as the
primary focus of retailers is on price to gain and
retain retail customers.
The annual report for FY2015/16 indicates
that Oates is continuing with its new product
development:
Consistent with its sister companies in the
GUD Group, the Oates cleaning products business also has a dynamic new product program.
During 2015/16, this resulted in Oates releasing a
Oates
range of gardening tools with a unique unbreakable flexible head and introducing a range of
In the hardware/home improvement sector,
packaged single use wipes designed for specific
GUD is best known for its Oates brand, which
cleaning tasks.
provides a range of cleaning products, including Following new product introduction activity
speciality chemicals and mops, buckets, brooms in recent years, Oates is benefiting from conand brushes.
siderable sales growth in the modular janitors
While Oates managed to hold a reasonable line cart product range and from its unique Decitex
in its revenue, coming in at $37.3 million, down
microfibre mopping system.
5% over the pcp, its EBIT result fell more substantially. EBIT was $3.8 million,
GUD Holdings
a fall of over 34% on the pcp.
2016/17 H1 2015/16 H1
Change
Major factors in the division’s
underperformance included
Sales revenue
291.2
292.9
-1.0%
the closure of Masters Home
Gross Profit
120.2
118.7
1.3%
Improvement, ongoing hard competition in the hardware indusEarnings before in36.5
18.6
96.2%
try, and the decision to no longer
terest and taxation
supply Woolworths, due to an
Net profit
17.7
1.7
ongoing decline in margins.
In commenting on the perforAUD Millions
mance of Oates, the company’s
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Forecasting has always been something of
a difficult task. Generally speaking, forecasts
either look at the immediate past and draw
a direct line through recent events to predict
the future, or they concentrate on one or two
emerging forces that will take place, and use
those as a basis for prediction. We’ve divided
the forecast into these two parts, beginning
with some direct consequences of 2016 on
2017, then detailing a more theoretical outlook
on how retail in evolving.
From 2016 to 2017
There is no denying that a number of events that took
place in 2016 will have a strong influence on 2017. The best
news for independents is that the collapse of Masters Home
Improvement will definitely improve the amount of revenue
flowing into other hardware stores. It remains to be seen exactly how much of that revenue is captured by Bunnings and
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how much goes to independents, but it is in general a good
news story.
Equally, with the threat of Masters removed from the market, it is likely there will be more of an easing in price competition by Bunnings. It may not be much, and it won’t extend
across all categories, but it will create a little breathing room
for many retailers.

Independent Hardware Group
Of course, the biggest news for independents remains the
acquisition of the Home Timber and Hardware Group (HTH)
by Metcash to form the Independent Hardware Group (IHG).
Coming on the heels of over a year of uncertainty about what
would happen to HTH, most store owners feel that this has
simply created yet more uncertainty for them to deal with
during 2017.
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It is also something of a case of going from frying pan
to fire. The situation when HTH was majority owned by
Woolworths was that its fate hinged on the performance of
the Woolworths supermarket business. With Metcash that
situation is repeated. As Metcash showed through the sale of
its automotive business to Bursons, it is quite willing to divest even well-performing assets to protect its core business.
If Metcash cannot defend itself in the price war between
Wesfarmers’ Coles, Woolworths, and the ever-growing Aldi,
HTH store owners could find themselves contracted with yet
another wholesaler in another two or three years time.
In terms of what happens in 2017, this acquisition would
seem to raise two critical questions: How does this benefit
HTH store owners, and how does it benefit the end customer?
IHG’s answer to the first question would likely be that
the company will be able to get better prices from suppliers
through its superior buying power, which would enable both
IHG and its stores to get higher margins on sales. However,
to obtain those benefits, the stores would need to buy from
a narrow range of products identified by IHG. The question
that independent store owners then have to ask is whether
this will affect the volume of sales (and even customer retention in some cases), and if the improved margin will offset
these potential losses.
Additionally, there is also the issue of service. Independents always place a very high value on service, both given to
customers and received from suppliers. If suppliers are being
forced to crunch their own margins, will smaller HTH stores
find themselves in a good situation when they set aside
long-established relationships with familiar suppliers and
move to new ones?
There is a similar problem, really, when it comes to marketing. Mitre 10 has had a slightly bigger advertising budget
than HTH, but with IHG operating no fewer than four separate brands (Mitre 10, Home, Thrifty-Link and True Value —
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• Metcash may need to narrow its
brand focus down to only Mitre
10 if it is to develop effective
marketing
• Bunnings continues consolidation and development. Ex-Masters stores it will move into will
enable it to experiment with
stores that feature a higher
amenity level.
• Innovation will grow in importance. Hardware & Building
Traders has already made moves
to develop its own product lines.
• The failure of Dick Smith and
the success of JB Hi-Fi show the
way for a restructuring in home
improvement retailing.
• The economics of retailing is
evolving. From the past “duplication” economy, one more based
on innovation is emerging.
• As a consequence of the above,
suppliers will achieve greater
control over markets — something they ceded to retailers in
the early 2000s.
• The role of the internet and
ecommerce in home improvement retail remains undefined.

as well as Hardings and Hudson Building Supplies), it will be
difficult to establish a “cut through” marketing presence.
If the rumours HNN has heard (repeatedly) prove true,
then IHG may move to eliminate all trading brands except
for Mitre 10 and True Value. That will help to restore focus to
marketing efforts, but it also brings additional risk to store
owners. Switching branding is always a tricky and difficult
business, and a little unsettling as well.
It would, of course, make a whole lot more sense, if Metcash had not radically underinvested in Mitre 10 marketing
for the past three years. The fact is that Metcash has used
Mitre 10 as an efficient source of growth in earnings before
interest and taxation (EBIT), without adequately reinvesting
in the business. Given that underinvestment, the team at Mitre 10 has worked near-miracles in producing the EBIT it has.
Despite these efforts, as a brand Mitre 10 is in radical need of
a refresh.
Added to that is the fact that Home Hardware has won
many of the Roy Morgan Customer Satisfaction Awards for
2016, beating out Mitre 10. HTH owners could be asked to surrender their identification with the leading hardware brand
in Australia.
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This leads us to the other question, about how customers
will benefit from the acquisition. At a guess, IHG would see
this as being delivered by the slow rollout of its premium
“Sapphire” store design — which is exclusive to Mitre 10
branded stores. As HNN has remarked in the past, this is
quite a good store design, with good implementation of the
paint area, good signage, and a “neat and tidy” appearance.
However, it does not come close to some existing store designs in HTH. In particular, the Hume & Iser Home Hardware
in Bendigo, VIC, would serve as a far better model for store
development. Aside from having a very good garden section,
it also has a very workable kitchen display area, something
that is quite rare in Mitre 10 stores. (Though, equally, HNN
is sure there are Mitre 10 stores that are as good, and easily
exceed the Sapphire standard.)
In the end, the process being
followed by IHG would seem to
be overly product-centric, rather
than customer-centric. Instead of
seeking to engage customers so as
to understand their needs, they are
instead providing a familiar list of
products, with improved margins
for the retailer (and themselves).
What needs to be heard from
IHG is whether they will resolve
the marketing issues, and drive investment in a new, innovative ap-

Will the next episode of The Block promote HTH as well as Mitre 10?
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proach to hardware retail. That would make it worthwhile for store owners to invest in the brand change
process. A simple retread of Sapphire, and some lower
wholesale prices, will not.

Bunnings
Meanwhile, even as it benefits from the exit of Masters and perhaps looks to improve some of its thinner
margins, there is no doubt that Bunnings remains the
single most significant competitive factor facing independent hardware retailers in Australia. One of the
concerns that HNN voiced in the past regarding the
merger of Mitre 10 and HTH was that this would create
conditions where Bunnings would feel less restrained
in competing with independents, as gained market
share would be less likely to raise concerns from the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and others.
At the moment, IHG is likely looking at around
$1.9 billion in revenue for its FY 2017/18 (next
financial year). HNN would not be surprised to see
Bunnings gear up to shave $100 million off of that,
and $150 million off in the subsequent year.
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One factor with Bunnings that has received
inadequate attention is its acquisition of a total
of 15 ex-Masters sites from the Home Investment
Consortium Company Pty Ltd. Two of these are
development sites, for future building, which
will be leased directly from Home Consortium. A
normal development process must be undertaken,
including permissions, before these sites can be
used.
Six of the locations will be leased directly from
Home Consortium. Once the arrangement has
been completed, Bunnings estimates it will take
a further five months to convert
these to Bunnings Warehouses.
Of the six building leases and
two development leases, Bunnings
says seven will be used to replace
what it refers to as “under-scoped
Bunnings locations”.
The remaining seven of the 15
sites are leasehold trading locations, where arrangements with
other landlords must be reached.
Four of these sites will be replacements for existing “under-scoped”
Bunnings stores.
So, to summarise, 11 of the fifteen
sites will be used to consolidate

Hume & Iser Home Hardware store in Bendigo, VIC
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existing regions for Bunnings, while four of the sites will be
expansions into new trading areas.
This will enable Bunnings to ramp up its competition in a
highly efficient and quick way, likely before December 2017,
once Woolworths’ negotiations with Lowe’s Companies over
their joint venture, Hydrox Holdings concludes — which will
likely be in June 2017. It’s worth noting that the ex-Masters
stores Bunnings will be moving into will not only be much
bigger than the stores they replace, but also have been built
to provide a higher level of amenity, costing something
around 20% more to build than comparable standard Bunnings Warehouses.
This improved amenity is significant. As HNN has noted
over the past two years, one of the challenges facing Bunnings in expanding its market share is how to retain its “Aussie battler” core customer base, while also moving upmarket
to embrace more affluent customers. Bunnings already sells
quite expensive outdoor furniture, and it has added expensive “designer” barbecues to its range over December 2016.
The higher amenity stores might provide a better platform to
integrate these ranges more fully with its overall offering.
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The other vector for Bunnings to grow its market share
may also make use of higher amenity. While the retailer’s
ultra-compact, ultra-dense urban stores, such as in Collingwood, VIC, have proved successful, it is seeking to diversify its metro offerings. Recent planning documents have
revealed the design of a new “mini-warehouse” Bunnings.
Instead of fitting as much as they can into a compact space,
these seem set to focus on more premium lines in an airy,
spacious layout.
This might also be part of a
larger strategy to finally launch a
transactional Bunnings website.
The first such operation has already launched in the UK, where
an ecommerce presence is virtually
mandatory for shoppers these days.
As HNN has mentioned in the past,
the real challenge for Bunnings in
ecommerce is delivery logistics.
One possibility is that, as Wesfarmers becomes used to the idea
that it might be becoming less of a
conglomerate and more of a retail
specialist, it could merge some operations between Coles and Bunnings.
Coles already has a delivery network for home-delivered groceries.
Once Bunnings has ecommerce
underway, these new mini-warehouses could become showrooms

The $1800 Everdure by Heston Blumenthal HUB Electric Ignition Charcoal Barbeque at
Bunnings
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for goods that are ordered online for delivery or click and
collect. This solves the “touch/feel” the product problem, and
enables more stock to be handled in a limited space.

Innovation
In short, even though the end of Masters has released
some of the pressure from Bunnings, and it is likely to ease
up margins slightly, the retailer will not halt its drive for
more innovation. That would seem to be in stark contrast to
IHG. While Mitre 10 did launch its Sapphire store program
some years ago, this has been not only quite slow to roll-out,
but also not very ambitious. It delivers a better store, but the
company’s initial claims that this was “the store of the future”
are somewhat overblown.
In the independent sector, the biggest innovator at the moment is likely Hardware & Building Traders (HBT). With over
600 members this is growing to be one of the more significant
forces in independent hardware in Australia. The recent, sad
passing of its dynamic leader, Tim Starkey, in late 2016 has
been a setback. However, like all good leaders, Mr Starkey had
built a solid team, and when it comes to executive power, HBT
has something of a very deep bench, consisting of long-term
members who operate very successful hardware stores.
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In contrast with IHG, HBT has introduced a number of innovative program during 2016, including high
quality own-branded products in important categories
such as paint. It’s also working to expand its “H” branded hardware stores.
If IHG is to meet its expected growth targets, it’s likely it will have to learn from some of the management
choices HBT has made over the years. The most important lesson is that HBT regards its first aim as making
sure its members are happy with it, and with each other. That means providing certainty, and reducing stress
wherever possible.
The second lesson from HBT is that it doesn’t see
suppliers as an opposing force that needs to be browbeaten down to the lowest possible price. Instead, HBT
sees suppliers as part of an overall hardware “ecosystem”. When that ecosystem is managed well and fairly
for all, it will produce good results. Shifting risk from
one group to another within the ecosystem might bring
short-term gains, but simply destabilises the system in
the longer term.

Industry developments
The coming two years, 2017 and 2018, are likely to
see some of the most significant changes to the overall
Australian retail industry for the past 20 years. While
Innovation at HBT includes development of own-brand
the Australian home improvement retail industry is not paints, in association with Australian manufacture
Duralex
central to these changes, it will be one of the more affect-
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ed retail sectors.
For home improvement, it is likely the full force of these
changes will be felt in 2018 rather than 2017. 2017 is important from a strategic perspective, and 2018 will see developed
strategies play out in the marketplace.
Broadly, changes will come from two sources: the internal
restructuring of the Australian retail industry, and a shift in
market power away from retailers and towards suppliers.

Internal restructuring
In terms of the internal restructuring of retail in Australia,
2016 has already given us some clues as to what to expect.
The failure of Dick Smith, the inability of Wesfarmers to find
a market fit for its Target mid-price department store, the
acquisition of The Good Guys by JB Hi-Fi, and the ongoing
repositioning of department stores Myer and David Jones are
indications of change.

Dick Smith
Much has been written about Dick Smith. There is much
to be said about its management, the structure of its IPO and
other factors. However, the issue of why, really, it did fail is
something that seems to have eluded most commentators.
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To HNN, it seems clear there were two movements to its
failure. To understand the first, you need only know two
datapoints. In 2012 when Anchorage Capital first acquired
Dick Smith, smartphones had a penetration rate of 43.7% in
Australia. By 2016, when Dick Smith failed, this had grown to
over 66%. In 2015 the number of smartphone users in Australia exceeded 15 million.
You can see the significance of this if you consider the
stock Dick Smith carried. Cameras, video cameras, alarm
clock radios, TVs, voice recorders, landline phones, phone
answering systems, DVD players and portable stereos. Every
one of those items could be replaced by a smartphone for users in the retailer’s core customer
demographic.
To counter this rapid change,
Dick Smith introduced its Move
brand, which was really an attempt to utilise the popularity of
the smartphone. This product line
consisted of smartphone peripherals, such as charging cables
and cases. The product build was
standard Chinese commodity, but
the items were produced in bright
colours, and a considerable margin
was added. There was advertising,
and Dick Smith leased some of the

Store display of Dick Smith Move brand
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most expensive commercial space in Australia, at airports, to
sell these products.
It failed, of course, and Dick Smith’s final strategy was a
“pivot” into selling home appliances, which also failed, and
Dick Smith entered into receivership.

JB Hi-Fi
The inspiration behind that pivot was a similar move by
entertainment and technology retailer JB Hi-Fi, though JB
had started this pivot much earlier, in late 2012. It began with
the opening of four JB stores carrying a new “Home” brand,
which sold appliances as well as consumer electronics.
This was one of a series of pivots that JB had put in place
since 2005. The first such pivot was a move into gaming,
including sales of game consoles and game software. This was
accompanied by the introduction of the computer category.
By far the best move the company made, however, was to
introduce the telecommunications category in 2007.
As sales of what JB refers to as “software” — which includes music CDs, movie DVDs, games and PC apps — declined by 9% per year for 2009 through to 2012, telecommunications, particularly the sale of mobile phones and service
plans, have filled that gap.
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The final part of this pivot has been JB’s acquisition of
appliance and consumer electronic company The Good Guys.
Post acquisition, the retailer now has only 9% revenue exposure to software, where previously it was 14%.
While it is easy to see what the attraction for JB to buy
Good Guys was, what was the attraction for Good Guys to sell
itself? Why a sale, in fact, instead of a listing on the Australian Stock Exchange?
Again, this was an astute business call by Good Guys. The
outcome of a listing would have been uncertain, and the
indications are it might not have gone so well. The pro forma
operating margin for Good Guys was only 3.6% for FY2015/16
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(JB’s was 5.6% — 56% higher than Good Guys). As importantly, it relied on appliances for 66% of its revenue, and which is
a highly cyclical business, with serious competitors such as
Harvey Norman in the market.
More than that, though, what JB brought to Good Guys
was the ability to focus more on customers rather than products, not just in what it sells to them, but also in the information it collects about them.

Suppliers gain more power
The past 15 years have been marked by a retail culture that
has become increasingly reliant on the supply of essentially duplicative products. This has been brought about by a
combination of technological advances, supplychains built on
the availability of low-cost labour, and cultural factors which
transformed “copies” from being a “cheap” option to a “smart”
option instead.
Whether it is women’s fashion, cordless power tools, smartphones, or even bathroom fittings (http://plumbingconnection.com.au/protection-against-copying/), virtually every
“name brand” product today has its shadow, either quasi-legal
or outright counterfeit.
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This has created a market paradox. Never before has original design been so valued by the market, and never before
has it been quite so difficult to get a full return on the investment put into new product development.
In response, mainline brands have adopted three
basic strategies to ensure better returns. Some
have opted for more extreme innovation (such
as power tool maker DeWalt’s 20v/60v FlexVolt
cordless system, designed to create a design “safe
haven”). Others are relying on “network effects”,
through producing products that interlink with
other products in their range. Another tactic is
to make products that connect the manufacturer
directly with the end customer. (It’s interesting to
note that Milwaukee Tool’s One-Key feature does
all three — as will, most likely, Bosch’s equivalent,
launching this quarter.)
The success of these tactics, along with some
other factors, has contributed to a shift in retail
that is only beginning to show its effects recently.
To really understand that shift, it’s necessary to
first take a look at the retail market models that
have existed since the end of World War II. There
have been roughly three such models: consumer
sovereignty, the revised sequence, and the duplication.
The first of these models is in some ways more
theoretical than actual, but provides a baseline for
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One of Bosch’s connected power tools. The connectivy
module is inserted into the tool.

looking at consumer markets. Post World War II, up until the
mid-1960s (and beyond), most economists held that in modern, capitalist economies, consumers were “sovereign”, in that
they created the demand to which retailers and manufacturers would respond.
It was the US economist J.K. Galbraith writing in his landmark work “The New Industrial State” who first popularised
a different model. He called it “the revised sequence”, and he
described it like this:
The mature corporation has readily at hand the means for controlling the prices at which it sells as well as the those at which
it buys. Similarly, it has means for managing what the consumer buys at the prices which it controls.
Further, Galbraith follows that up with:
...the producing firm reaches forward to control its markets
and on beyond to manage the market behaviour and to shape
the social attitudes of those, ostensibly, that it serves.
In the revised sequence, far from being sovereign, the
consumer was shaped and moulded by advertising and other
means to conform to the requirements of the market. Prices
were not set (for the most part) collusively, but there was an
understanding that getting into a “price war” would be detrimental to all participants in a market, and was to be avoided.
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The duplication stage emerged from a combination of
access to low-cost labour (in China and elsewhere), and new
technologies that increased the reliability of products. It began, really, in the late 1990s, but started to have a significant
effect in the early 2000s.
In mid-2015 the then managing director of the Wesfarmers-owned Bunnings big box home improvement chain, John
Gillam, summarised the strategic changes this brought to the
retail industry by stating that “The margin is the outcome”.
A lot can be read into that one pithy statement. One aspect
of modern retail it highlights is the difference in the way new
products are developed. Under the revised sequence, a new
product would be designed, production costs estimated, and
pricing determined by modelling volume versus margin to
deliver the greatest overall profit — at the least risk.
In the duplication sequence, the goal was to introduce
products that duplicated existing products, though they
might not have all the features, at a price that was irresistible. The cheaper product might not have the same quality as
the original, but it had a known degree of quality.

Suppliers strike back
If “the margin is the outcome” is a good signpost for the recent retail economy, there is another, quite chilling, signpost
for the retail economy that is to come. This originates with
one of retail’s all-time greatest strategists, the head of US online retailer Amazon, Jeff Bezos. It is something of a personal
motto of his: “Your margin is our opportunity”.
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J.K. Galbraith

J.K. Galbraith might be described
as being one of the leaders of both
thought and action who were
given a place in both government,
education and administration
around the time that John Kennedy became President of the United
States.
During the Second World War,
Galbraith held a key position in
helping to set prices in the economy, an activity that later influenced much of his economic thinking. He also helped to formulate
the Strategic Bombing Survey near
the end of the war, which concluded that aerial bombardments on
Germany, far from inhibiting their
production, often had the effect of
increasing it. The Pentagon refused
to believe the survey’s findings
— not the first time he was to
encounter the refusal to listen by
bureaucrats.
Under President Kennedy,
Galbraith held a range of posts,
including as ambassador to India.
His rapport with President Kennedy was so close that he frequently
sent diplomatic cables directly to
him, rather than through the State
Department.
Galbraith’s reputation was firmly
established, both academically and
in popular terms, by his extensive writing on the subject of the
contemporary economy. The three
books that did most to establish
his reputation were “The Affluent Society”, “The New Industrial
State”, and “Economics and the
Public Purpose”.
Galbraith died in April 2006 at the
age of 97.

“The margin is the outcome” is a product-based strategy.
“Your margin is our opportunity” is a sales-based strategy.
The first is based on disrupting markets by offering products
with fewer features, but also “just enough” features, at an attractive price-point. The latter is based on direct competition
through efficiencies gained post-supplychain, in the sales
process itself.
To give that some context, Bunnings (as an example) is
adept at knowing which features its customers want in a
particular product. For example it might suggest a cordless
brushless hammer drill kit with two batteries and a charger
at a price point under $160.
Amazon is adept at knowing exactly which customers are
likely to want a particular product, and what will trigger a
purchase for them. For example, the purchase of a mitre saw,
and a book on how to build decks might trigger a suggested
purchase of a cordless impact driver, of the same brand as the
mitre saw.
The first models general purchasing behaviour, and it could
be likened to casting a net into waters where you are fairly
sure the fish will be. The second models specific customer
buying patterns, and is more like dangling a hook with just
the right kind of bait in front of a small school of fish.
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At the moment, Amazon is close to being the only retailer
in the world that can utilise this post supplychain model.
That’s because it has a very rich set of longitudinal (taking
place over time) data to work with.
However, there is a midway point to this kind of modelling,
and that is represented by the approach Kingfisher is using
for its hardware businesses. By engaging in what is likely to
become a longitudinal study of customer behaviour around
projects such as bathroom renovation, it can closely predict
choices and needs for the associated range of product lines.
Outside of retailers, however, there are other companies that are now collecting data that can be used in this
modelling. One of the aspects of
Milwaukee Tool’s One-Key Bluetooth-enabled tool networking
is that it means the company is
now collecting very precise data
about tool use by clearly identified
customers.
Milwaukee will be able to tell,
for example, when a tool is close
to wearing out, and will need to be
replaced, or if a tool is being overstressed, meaning its owner really
needs to upgrade to something
better. This means that, in a sense,
Milwaukee now “owns” these cus-

Amazon is building its own airfreight service
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tomers more closely than the retailer which sold the tool ever
could.
What develops from this, and from a similar system being
developed by Bosch Power Tools, is not known at this time. It
does, however, seem likely that this is a sign that the role of
the retailer will be further changing in the near future.

Conclusion
If there remains a single mystery about the development
of home improvement retail in Australia, it has to do with the
role that the internet and ecommerce will eventually play in
its success.
Bunnings does not have an ecommerce website in Australia (except for gift cards), but it has built out its web presence
to be quite considerable, with very high site traffic. Aside
from offering a comprehensive catalogue of its stock, the site
also offers guides to a wide variety of maintenance, renovation and woodwork activities.
Its attempt at a social media style site, “Workshop” (workshop.com.au), seems either not to have worked too well, or
simply not received much backing. While it continues to be
run, its membership and posts are quite low.
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The Mitre 10 website is functional, but it’s evident that not
much has been spent on its development. That is really not a
criticism: the question of how you would go about developing a web presence that will work for independents is a major
one.
It’s likely that the answer will lay in not directly pursuing
so much a hardware/home improvement angle on this, as
looking at a more general “home ownership” angle. Two of the
most successful websites in this area, Houzz and the US-only
Porch.com (which has Lowe’s as a major investor) have taken
that approach with a great deal of success.
Houzz has become an “idea book” for home
design, with access both to products, professionals
such as architects, and tradies as well. Porch began
life as site that aspired to be a kind of “log book” for
houses, providing owners (and prospective buyers)
with a record of what work has been done on a
house and by whom.
It seems likely that this is one area where real
development will not take place for another two
years or so, and that the answer will emerge from
new technological developments that are not as yet
evident.

Gallery of projects on display on Bunnings’ Workshop social
media test site
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usa update
Lowe’s changes store
staffing model
in this
update:
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Recent cost-cutting measures at US
home improvement retailer Lowe’s
are part of a larger effort to boost financial results that have consistently
lagged larger rival Home Depot,
according to industry observers.
The company has already slashed
about 2,400 full-time managerial jobs
from its global workforce. That move
came after Lowe’s laid off 95 people in
its IT department in October.
But it also will shift many workers’ “back-of-house responsibilities
and activities to customer-facing
ones,” a source close to the company
said, aiming to redeploy them to help answer
shoppers’ questions about products or home
improvement projects.
Steven Cox, a marketing professor at Queens
University of Charlotte, believes Lowe’s is
aiming to become more of a go-to source for
professional customers who tend to spend more
in stores. He told the Charlotte Observer:
You take some of your most skilled people in
the back room now as managers and you move
them out to the front, but you put them in the
pro area, so they focus more on big-ticket items.
It makes perfect sense for this economy.
The recent round of layoffs could save about
USD125 million (AUD163 million) a year, according to Robin Diedrich, a senior analyst at Edward Jones. That estimate is based on the fact
that Lowe’s has approximately 180,000 full-time
and 90,000 part-time employees.
Lowe’s has also announced a number of executive changes, including a new chief financial
officer, Marshall Croom and a new marketing
officer, Jocelyn Wong.
Lowe’s said its recent downsizing, which
it calls fundamental to its “strategy and the
future”, is designed to strengthen the customer
shopping experience.
The changes will “better align store staffing
with customer demand, shift resources from
back-of-the-store activities to customer-facing
ones, and enhance our efficiency and productivity,” Lowe’s CEO Robert Niblock said in a recent

email to employees. He added:
It is always difficult to make decisions that
affect our people, but sometimes they are necessary as we build for the future and meet the
evolving needs of customers.”
As part of its efforts to improve customers’
experience, Lowe’s is doubling down on its
strategy to cater to shoppers both in store and
online. In December, the company detailed its
plans for about USD3.6 billion (AUD4.6 billion)
in capital expenditures over the next three
years. About 45% of the spending will go toward
this strategy, including new stores and technology investments.

Retail rivalry
Home improvement retail in the US has
benefited from gains in the housing market, as
rising home prices and an improving consumer
backdrop have prompted customers to spend
more on home improvement projects.
Same-store sales at Lowe’s have been positive
for 14 straight quarters — a rare track record for
a retailer. Still, the company’s growth has lagged
that of rival Home Depot’s for six of the past
eight quarters, according to FactSet data.
The retailer is under pressure to keep up with
its larger rival.
https://goo.gl/NPXzLd
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usa
update
New-look website /
app boost sales
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Following a complete
redesign of its website, Home
Depot saw double-digit sales
growth of its online business
in Q3 2016.
The website now offers
content enhanced to display
in full screen, optimising
desktop and tablet displays
for customers.
During the quarter online
sales grew more than 17% and
represented 5.6% of overall
sales. More than 40% of
online orders are picked up in
the store, which is a sign that
physical stores have continued relevance with customers. Executive vice-president
of merchandising, Ted Decker
said on a recent earnings call
with analysts:
We made significant changes for online experiences in
the third quarter. We rolled
out an updated HD.com site
and redesigned our app, both
without interruption. The
update includes an expanded
buy box which now makes it
easier for our customers to select their preferred fulfillment
option at checkout whether
that be delivered to home
or picked up in store. These
changes have already yielded
positive results as we have
seen improvements in overall
site performance.
During Q3 2015, the retailer
opened and began shipping
from its third direct fulfillment centre (DFC) in the
US. With this distribution
infrastructure in place, Home
Depot has been better able
to serve the needs of online
customers faster and more
directly. Chairman, CEO and
president, Craig Menear, said:
We are still assorting the ap-

propriate products to house in
our three DFCs but we’ve been
able to reduce delivery costs
and improve overall customer
experience. We continue to
invest in our supply chain
transformation by optimising
our network through initiatives like Supply Chain Sync.
Changing customer expectations are requiring that
retailers simplify their operations in order to improve
productivity and at the same
time reinvest in the customer
experience. Reducing both
time and footsteps needed
to move freight end-to-end,
or from truck-to-shelf will
enable them to reallocate
staff time and enhance the
customer experience. One
way Home Depot is reinvesting in the customer experience is through initiatives
such as COMS and BODFS.
Mr Menear said:
COMS is our new customer
order management system
that was fully deployed last
quarter in all US stores. And
BODFS or buy online, deliver
from store remains on track
to be rolled out by the end of
the fiscal year. In the 1,600
plus stores where we have
BODFS, our on-time delivery
service is now exceeding our
target and we have seen a
double-digit increase in the
number of deliveries. We’re
pleased with the positive
customer response to this
enhanced delivery option.
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Travis Perkins
explores
circular
building
benefits
Revenue
increase in
Grafton’s latest
quarter

UK builders merchanting and DIY
group, Grafton said it
ended 2016 strongly
with revenues rising
13.4% to GBP2.51 billion
(AUD4.1 billion) from
GBP2.21 billion (AUD3.6
billion) in 2015.
In a trading statement issued
in advance of
the company’s
final results
in March, the
group said
turnover was
up 10.4% on a
constant currency basis.
Grafton operates the Woodie’s DIY chain
across Ireland
and also has operations in the
UK, the Netherlands
and Belgium. It trades
from 650 branches and
has 11,000 employees.
The company said
revenues from its
merchanting division,
which accounts for
92% of group revenue,
were particularly
strong. Chief executive
Gavin Slark told The
Irish Times:
The group finished
the year on a more positive note and saw the
benefit during 2016 of
its exposure to multiple
markets.
Like-for-like revenue
grew by 5.3% for the

final quarter, the strongest pace of growth
since the first quarter
of 2016.
In the UK, full-year
merchanting turnover
was up 6.6% on both
an actual and constant
currency basis.
Grafton said its Selco

Builders Warehouse
outlets outperformed
the UK merchanting
market with good
revenue gains in
established branches
and growth from new
branches. It said expansion of the branch
network gathered
pace with the opening
of seven branches,
increasing the network
to 47 in 2016. The group
plans to open at least
10 more Selco stores in
2017.
Revenue also picked
up in the last quarter
for its other merchanting retail brands, Build-

base and Plumbase,
although the market
remained very price
competitive.
The group’s merchanting business in
Ireland outperformed
a recovering construction market, driven
primarily by growth

more favourable retail
market”. Overall, retail
revenues were up 5.6%
on a constant currency
basis last year.
The Netherlands
merchanting business,
acquired in November
2015, performed well,
supported by good economic growth
and a strong
recovery in
the residential
new build and
RMI markets.
However, the
Belgian business continued
to experience
“difficult market conditions
with softening
demand”.
Grafton said
its UK morin residential RMI
tar manufacturing
(Remodelling Market
business experienced
Index) activity. It
stronger demand in
reported a double digit the second-half of the
like-for-like revenue
year from its house
increase for the third
builder customer
successive year. Turn- base. It also increased
over was up 11.9% on
revenue from the
a constant currency
acquisition in 2015 of
basis.
a packaged mortar
The Woodie’s DIY
products business.
business, which achttps://goo.gl/IKWcounts for 6% of group mqL
revenues, reported a
“solid increase in volumes,” the group said.
It is “benefitting from
the initiatives undertaken in recent years
to improve the customer proposition and a
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europe
update

Screwfix growth plan
UK trade tools and
hardware retailer
Screwfix will get a new
warehouse for its expanding store network.
It recently notched up
store number 490 and
has plans to open “one
store per week”.
Set to open later this
year, the warehouse
will be built in Prologis Park Fradley, near
Lichfield, on a site the
size of seven football
pitches (562,000sq ft.).
The Screwfix brand
is part of the Kingfisher Group and has
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been a star performer.
Kingfisher’s latest
financials revealed
Screwfix’s sales growth
hit 23.1% in Q3 2016.
Supply chain, logistics
and IT director, Martin
Lee said:
The decision to
construct a warehouse
near Lichfield was taken to ensure we have
the logistics infrastructure to support the
needs of our expanding
business. Adding one
store per week to our
network means we
need to make sure we

have the stock distribution in place to enable
our busy trade customers to get what they
want, when they need
it from the nearest
Screwfix, so they can
get back to the job as
quickly as possible.
The building has taken sustainability into
account with use of
technology including
solar PV panels, LED
lighting and rainwater
harvesting planned to
minimise the environmental impact of the
site.

https://goo.gl/yq27Ri

Travis Perkins participates in Circular Building
British builders’
merchant and home
improvement retailer,
Travis Perkins has collaborated with a team
of designers on a new
method of construction; where materials
are sourced, built then
recycled and reused
as part of a process
aimed at improving
quality of living in the

future.
Travis Perkins partnered with Arup – an
independent firm of
designers, planners,
engineers, consultants
and technical specialists – alongside facade
supplier, Frener & Reifer, construction design
company, BAM and
The Built Environment
at London Design

Week in late 2016.
Together they designed and developed
a Circular Building
prototype, which allowed the participants
to investigate how the
circular economy can
benefit the industry
and the built environment. Jez Cutler, head
of environment at
Travis Perkins, said:

The project provided
Travis Perkins with a
unique opportunity
to understand what
distribution challenges exist in a circular
economy for example,
in routine building
materials like timber
cladding and flooring
joists.
We supplied the new
material and, once the
event had come to a
close, the house was
disassembled and we
took all the materials
back. This was followed by an examination of the condition,
its presentation and
value before determining possible reuse or
recovery options. Distributors have a crucial role to play in the
circular economy and
it’s clear that strong
collaborative linkages
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with solid supply chain
support are essentials
to a circular economy
model.
The Circular Building tests the maturity
of circular economy
thinking in the supply
chain and examines
what it means for
building design. It asks
questions that alter
design and construction priorities, such
as can buildings be
designed where all of
its components and
materials can be reused, remanufactured
or recycled?
https://goo.gl/OJfTlF

news
Tassie renos made easier
in this
update:
Nature’s
green is the
inspiration
behind
Pantone’s 2017
colour
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A New Zealand
renovation
company
targets US
renos
Less red tape
for Tasmanian
renovations

Building reforms in
Tasmania eliminate
council permits for
garages and other lowrisk home projects. So
homeowners wanting
to build a garage, shed
or porch now just have
to go to the hardware
store, get the materials
and start work.
Building and construction minister Guy
Barnett said previously it would often take
longer to fill out the
forms and wait for the
approvals than it did
to actually complete
the building project.
He told The Daily
Telegraph:
More home building and renovation
projects will provide a
huge boost for Tasmanian retailers and help
support jobs. But it’s
not just DIY Tasmanians that will benefit.
Licensed builders
and plumbers will no
longer need council
building permits for a
range of works, up to
and including two-storey homes.
Tasmanians, especially those working
in the building and
construction industry,
which employs close
to 20,000 locals, will
benefit through less
red tape and more
common sense rules.
State government
building reforms have
removed all red tape
for simple projects

Tasmanian building and construction minister, Guy Barnett.
such as:
• Construction of a
shed, garage or carport up to 18 square
metres
• Erection of a
prefabricated shed,
garage or carport
up to 36 square
metres
• Building a porch up
to 9sqm, or a deck
of any size up to
one metre off the
ground
Mr Barnett said:
A homeowner or
a competent person
working for the owner
may carry out this
work without the need
for the homeowner
to be registered as an
owner builder, engage

a building surveyor,
apply for a building
permit or fill in application forms or pay
approval fees.
Homeowners who
hire a licenced builder
can commission a wider range of low-risk
work without approval, including:
• Interior alterations
to an existing residential building
• Removal or installation of load bearing
walls
• Building a shed
or garage up to 36
square metres or a
porch up to 18sqm
More complex work,
referred to as medium-risk, can also
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be carried out by a
licenced builder if the
plans are assessed and
certified by a licenced
building surveyor.
https://goo.gl/JcnjMl

news
Kiwi company targets US renos
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A New Zealand
company has launched
a major push into the
US, offering consumers sustainable home
renovations.
Dream Doors, which
had a turnover of
NZD18 million (AUD17
million) throughout
Australasia in 2015,
said it expects to open
100 US franchises over
the next five years.
This will lift their
annual revenue to
over NZD150 million
(AUD143 million).
Since entering the
Australian market, the
company has secured
22 franchises in 18
months, and recently
signed a multi-million
dollar country master
franchise agreement.
CEO Derek Lilly said
it has spent recent
years researching
the North American
market and refining
the business model,

which allows customers to reuse existing
plumbing and joinery
infrastructure when
renovating.
Mr Lilly believes this
method of construction offers greater
efficiency, significantly
reduces waste and cost,
and shortens average
installation time from
around a week to one
day.
He said the company’s rapid growth rate
of 1200% in five years
has led to the in-house
development of a
cloud based franchise
management system.
Mr Lilly said:
The off-the-shelf
franchise software we
looked at originally did
not have the feature
set we needed, and was
primarily focused on
aggregating financials.
Our ideal system was
one that could also
integrate continuous

feedback from our
customers and so we
built our own bespoke
cloud based system
from the ground up.
This has been a critical
part of managing our
growth as it allowed us
to capture our IP and
disseminate knowledge
to our extended team,
at the same time measuring their business
performance in real
time.
Mr Lilly said the

company’s innovative
approach and rapid
trans-Tasman expansion was recognised
with an export award
at the New Zealand
Franchise Awards
recently. He said:
Understanding the
psychology which
underpins the connection we have with our
homes has been a key
part of our success so
far. While we seeing a
global trend towards

people eating out of
home, a renovation of
the kitchen in particular tends to elicit an
emotional response
and brings them back
to cooking for themselves.
https://goo.gl/52NYNl

Pantone 2017 colour inspired by nature
The Pantone Color
Institute just unveiled
the 2017 Colour of the
Year: Greenery. It signifies beginnings: a fresh

New Year; healthier
food resolutions and
growing vegetarian
trends; grass and the
outdoors during spring

and summer.
More importantly, the
yellow-green hue (Pantone 15-0343) revolves
around the concept of
“environment”. Laurie
Pressman, the institute’s vice president,
told Forbes:
There’s a growing
desire to reconnect
with nature and what
is real, and find ways
to disconnect from
technology. We need a
break. We need to stop
and breathe. Greenery
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is about unity and
community — connecting to oneself and
others and a higher
purpose; nature.
But beyond just the
natural environment,
the colour reflects
the divided social and
political landscape.
However the selection
of Greenery wasn’t
directly influenced by
the green of money or
the recent US election.
Greenery is also not
a “green with envy”

hue, unlike 2013’s
colour, Emerald, which
symbolised luxury.
Greenery taps into the
opposite: minimalism.
Pantone calls Greenery “Nature’s neutral”
— a hue more prominently worn during
spring and summer,
but one they encourage people to wear
or use in decor as a
statement colour year
round.
https://goo.gl/EBsqmz

products
EGO gets
“intelligent”
motors
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Chervon’s new
generation EGO 56volt string trimmer
and snow blower will
both use Active-Semi’s
PAC™ intelligent
motor control IC (integrated circuit). Using a
brushless DC (BLDC)
motor, the products
will offer deliver
sustained power, long
battery run-time, in a
condensed lightweight
design. Dezhong Yang,
vice chief engineer at
Chervon, said:

nents for a complete
BLDC motor control
solution…We look forward to leveraging this
scalable architecture
across our product
line.
David Briggs,
vice-president and
general manager at
Active-Semi, said:
PAC offers lawn &
garden tool and power
tool manufacturers
the best single-IC
motor control solution
available today for
power tools ranging
The lineup of EGO
from 10.8V battery to
Power+ products
220V AC input.
share the unique
Active-Semi is in
Arc-Lithium™ Battery production with its
and Charger system,
PAC ICs ranging from
allowing for inter5 volts to 600 volts
changeability between with Class-B support.
all EGO products. We
Evaluation kits, motor
were impressed with
control firmware
Active-Semi’s all-inclu- for both Back-EMF
sive PAC IC architecand FOC with motor
ture integrating all of tuning software are
the necessary compo- available to jump-start

PAC development.
Founded in 2004
in Silicon Valley and
headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Active-Semi
is emerging as a leader
in multi-billion dollar
power management
and intelligent motor
drive IC markets. The
company’s portfolio of
analogue and mixed
signal SoCs (system on
a chip) provide scal-

able core platforms
used in charging, powering and embedded
digital control systems
for industrial, commercial and consumer
applications.
Active-Semi offers
Power Application
Controllers (PAC), DCDC, and ActivePMU™
products that reduce
solution size and
cost, improve system
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reliability, and shorten
system development
cycle-time.
https://goo.gl/
JW5O7w

products

Control
shock
hammers
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whacking a finger on
the first hit.
The club, sledge and
maul use the IsoCore
system to reduce the
vibration that comes
from the shock of the
strike in the joints.
A common problem
amongst users of
heavy duty demolition
hammers is that inaccurate strikes weaken

the shaft, so Fiskars
has reinforced the
demolition head with
an overstrike protection to strengthen the
shaft.
It has added a sloped
head to push debris
away from the user
and towards the sides
after each hit. The
sledge hammer, in particular, can generate

five times more power
on each strike.
For added safety due
to heavy use, each
hammer is fitted with
a retention bolt that
ensures the head won’t
separate from the
body.
Fiskars trademark
ergonomic design also
helps to absorb shock
and protects joints.

solves those panic moments when you rush
out of the house to
get to work and then
question whether you
left the garage door
open or not.
Chamberlain’s
MyQ also provides
[a] solution for those
days when you need to
The PowerLift MyQ home router from
allow a visitor access
is a DIY garage door
anywhere in the world to your garage but
opener that offers
allowing them to
no-one is at home.
users the ability to
monitor their garage
Guests, tradesmen and
monitor and control
door at any time.
delivery drivers can
their door using a
Grant Emanuel, head
all be provided with acsmart device, wherev- of marketing, said:
cess to the garage from
er they are.
Automating your
anywhere in the world
Built using Chamber- garage door with the
via the MyQ app.
lain’s encrypted MyQ
PowerLift MyQ not
The app notification
technology platform,
only makes getting in also alerts homeownthe app connects
and out of your home ers any time their
homeowners to their
much easier, it also
garage door is opened

or closed, helping to
better monitor your
property when away
from the home.
The PowerLift MyQ
can be attached to an
existing single or double sectional garage
door up to 16sqm..
It also includes
obstruction detection
safety beams and

premium reversal
technology, which
guarantees the door
will automatically
stop and reverse if
obstructed.

Fiskars’ IsoCore™
Shock Control System
hammers have a patented technology that
captures the kinetic
energy and vibration
of every strike, reducing the impact felt by
the user up to four
times compared to a
traditional hammer.
The range features
two claw hammers,
one framing hammer,
a club hammer, a
sledge hammer, a maul
and a mattock that
are all endowed with
the vibration control

system.
The claw hammers
are ideal to remove
and pull out nails
easily and allow for
more precision work.
The framing hammers
are longer, and are
designed to be used
for longer periods of
time. The longer shafts
allows more swing and
therefore efficiency.
Each hammer head is
fitted with magnetic
technology that holds
the first nail in place,
and eradicates the
age old problem of

Smart garage
opener
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https://goo.gl/U9ljVT

products

Low profile
smart lock
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Kwikset introduce
its latest smart lock,
Obsidian™, at CES
(Consumer Electronics
Show) 2017. Obsidian is
an very slim, key-free
smart lock designed
for homeowners who
appreciate modern design and are interested
in connecting their
locks to their smart
home automation or
security systems.
It is the lowest profile smart lock available in the industry,

with a dark, sleek
touchscreen.
With the introduction of Obsidian,
Kwikset eliminates
the need for traditional keys. The smart
lock will be available
with standalone and
connected options,
allowing users to lock
and unlock their front
doors using the touchscreen exterior or their
smartphones.
Obsidian with
Z-Wave will be one of

the first smart locks
to feature the new
Z-Wave 500 chipset,
enabling an increased
wireless range, enhanced network security and encryption.
Obsidian has a
responsive exterior
touchscreen that
quickly illuminates
upon touch for faster
code entry. The illuminated screen reveals
a crisp white LED
display designed for
both day and night
lighting.
The touchscreen
exterior features SecureScreen™ technology, helping prevent
against unwanted
entry using patented
security features. With
SecureScreen, users
are prompted to touch
two random numbers
before entering their

Rover’s Safe Stop
technology all four
new models will stop
the mower automatically if the user is not
in control, minimising injury and
providing peace
of mind for the
user.
Durability is
a core attribute
Rover’s Duracut
length of grass.
of the PedesSeries has four new
On the other hand
trian series.
models. The company the 410 and 420
They feature a
said the18” Steel Deck models pump out
superior 1.8mm
Pedestrian mowers
almost 5ft-lbs, making thick steel deck
start the first time,
either series an ideal
that offers inevery time.
domestic and comcreased strength
Built with a159cc
mercial product. An
on component
Rover 800 engine that extra-wide 46cm high contact and wear
punches out 8.04ft-lbs quality steel deck on
points. In addiof torque, the four
all models with ten
tion, they are
swing back blades fea- different height adfitted with full
tured on the Duracut justment settings will 8” ball bearing
820 and 850SP can cut shave time off mowing wheels matched
easily through any
time.
with a Zag

Rover expands
Duracut range

access code as to
nience without Z-Wave
encourage fingerprints integration.
across the screen.
As a standalone
https://goo.gl/arOrS2
smart lock, Obsidian
CAN GIVE homeowners key-free conve2-grip pattern for top
domestically and 90performance in rugged day warranty commerconditions.
cially.
Each mower and
engine is backed by
a five year warranty
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products
The Black Widow
uses the Ezy-Read
vertical blade style
and a 360-degree
sure grip, 4-rivet
end-hook for increased durability.
With a focus on
achieving better
accuracy and
productivity on a
worksite, Lufkin
Lukfin has developed a world
has designed a tough, precise
first measuring tape, saying good- and practical tape measure. It is
bye to the iconic yellow blade
also fitted with belt clip and lock
and hello to black. Featuring a
button.
high contrast, low glare black
The Black Widow includes the
blade, the Lufkin’s Black Widow
co-mould right angle black case
is made for measuring in bright, for ergonomics and will fit snughigh glare work environments.
gly in a hand.
Made to withstand the toughest
Designed and made in Austratreatment and guarantee longer lia, every Lufkin tape measure is
life, the blade is nylon coated
individually tested to ensure the
and includes new blade printing highest levels of accuracy.
with coloured increments every
100mm.

Lufkin
Black Widow
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Subscribe
Don’t miss out!
We’ll email you the
summary and link
every fortnight

FREE

Click to subscribe
or go to:

http://goo.gl/lHPt57

HI
WEEKLY
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At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.
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ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au

Special Advertising Section

OneMix

Sunstate Cement has released a range of bagged
drymix products for consumers and professionals
Sunstate Cement has
long been recognised as
one of Australia’s premier
suppliers of bulk cement
products in its home state
of Queensland, and northern New South Wales. Its
products have been used
on many iconic Australian
construction projects, including the Clem 7 Tunnel
and the Gateway Bridge.
Its reputation for reliability is backed up by Sunstate’s ISO 9001 standards
compliance, and its NATA
accredited laboratory
which tests daily to ensure
products meet all necessary standards.
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These include Concrete
mix, Rapid Set concrete,
Post Mix concrete, Mortar
and Paver Sand. OneMix
is supplied in 10kg, 20kg
and 30kg Form-Fill-Seal
plastic bags.
This means the product
can be safely stored (unopened) in the outdoors.
It also provides extended
shelf life, eliminates leakage, keeping bags dust
free and the display clean.

Experience

Sunstate Cement Ltd. is
jointly owned by two of
Australia’s largest cement
manufacturers, Adelaide
OneMix
Brighton Cement Ltd. and
Boral Cement (a division of
In 2017 the company is
Boral Limited). This gives
building on this reputation the company access to the
for excellence with the
broadest possible range of
release of its new OneMix technical expertise, as well
range of bagged drymix
as new product developproducts.
ments.

Values
The company pursues
five key values in its business:
• Safety – Sunstate believes that “all injuries
are preventable”
• Respect – The company
places the customer at
the centre of its activities, and also pursues
values of diversity and
equality
• Teamwork – The company values all contributions and works to
achieve mutual goals
• Focus – Sunstate believes in continuous
improvement in the
pursuit of specific goals
• Sustainability – The company seeks to minimise
environmental impacts
by using resources
responsibly and economically

continued next page

Concrete

OneMix Concrete is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate
and sand suitable for
applications where
a quality concrete is
required.

• Suitable for the
professional or home
handy person
• Consistent quality cement, aggregate and
sand ensures high
performance
• Compressive
strength of 25MPa
when fully cured
• Convenient and easy
to use

OneMix Concrete is
well suited for smaller
concreting jobs such
as pathways, slabs,
footings and garden
edging. OneMix Concrete is also suitable
for securing posts
and uprights in the
ground etc.
Sunstate Cement’s facility at Brisbane Port, QLD

www.onemix.com.au

Special Advertising Section

OneMix – continued
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Rapid Set

Mortar

OneMix Rapid Set is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate,
sand and additives
designed to rapidly
harden without any
mixing.

OneMix Mortar is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement and sand suitable for all block and
brick projects where
a quality mortar is
required.

• No mixing is required, just add clean
water
• Will harden in 15
minutes when used
as directed
• Compressive
strength of 25MPa
when fully cured

OneMix Rapid Set
is ideal for setting
fence posts, clothes
lines and letter boxes, as well as other
non-structural uses
around the home and
garden where fast
setting is required.

• Suitable for the
professional or home
handy person
• Consistent quality
cement and sand
ensures high performance
• Excellent workability

OneMix Mortar is
suitable for a wide
range of brick and
blockwork applications such as letterboxes, BBQs, garden
edging, setting stonework and general
purpose grouting.

Post Mix

OneMix Post Mix is
a ready to use proportioned blend of
cement, aggregate
and sand suitable for
non-structural concrete applications.

• Designed specifically
for post hole applications
• Economical alternative to OneMix
Concrete
• Compressive
strength of 15MPa
- 20MPa when fully
cured

OneMix Post Mix is
designed for setting
fence posts, logs and
letterboxes into the
ground. OneMix Post
Mix is not suitable for
use in structural and/
or load bearing applications.

PH: (07) 3895 9800
FAX: (07) 3895 9801
enquiries@onemix.com.au

www.onemix.com.au
Special Advertising Section

Paver Sand

OneMix Paver Sand
is a graded sand with
a bonding agent additive and is suitable
for filling joints in
paving applications.
Sunstate has access
to a range of sand
products suitable for
paving applications
and landscaping
works.
Other sand products
can be made available depending on
market demand.

Starrett Australia introduces new bi-metal hole saws
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The origins of the L.S.
Starrett company go back
to 1880 when Laroy Starrett, a farmer from the state
of Maine in the US, set
out to make a new kind of
combination square. The
problem in producing the
square was that the heat
generated in grinding the
straight edge would lead
to the formation of an imperfect edge. In what was
to become a trademark
for the Starrett company,
Mr Starrett solved this
problem in production and
metallurgy, and produced
a square that became a
“hot seller” in the market.
Soon Starrett added a
range of other measuring
tools, such as steel tapes,
callipers and micrometers.
The next advance in metallurgy Mr Starrett brought
to the field came with the
production of hacksaw
blades. Unsatisfied with
the quality of blade that
then-standard processes
produced, he developed
the unique “bi-metal”
blade. Bi-metal unique
technology joins two strips
of high-speed steel wires
to a backing steel in a solid
phase, using the principle
of solid-state diffusion
bonding.
Bi-metal unique technology is totally different from
traditional weld or laser
bonding, which rely on
metal fusion as the union
agent at the interface.

Hole Saws
The newest version of
this bi-metal process has
now been released in
Starrett’s latest hole saw

products, the Fast Cut and
the Deep Cut lines.

Fast Cut
The new Fast Cut Bi-Metal Hole Saws contain an
extra cobalt HSS tooth
material for enhanced
heat and wear resistance,
along with a new 5.5 TPI
positive rake tooth design,
to ensure a smoother and
faster cut when compared
against our previous Constant Pitch Hole Saw.
The features include:
• New tooth material with
extra cobalt for enhanced heat and wear
resistance - improving
the product life.
• New 5.5 TPI positive
rake tooth form provides less torque for a
smoother, faster cut in
all materials.
• 30% extra gullet volume
for better material penetration.
• Ideal for stainless steel
and mild steel sheet,
tubes and other materials with a thickness of
up to 3mm (1/8”).
• Size range: 14mm
- 210mm (9/16” 8.9/32”).
• 41mm (1.5/8”) hole saw
depth.

Deep Cut
The new Deep Cut
Bi-Metal Hole Saws combine the aggressive tooth
form from our previous
Dual Pitch Hole Saws, with
the new extra cobalt HSS
teeth to provide enhanced
heat and wear resistance.
The features include:
• 51mm (2”) hole saw
depth improves cutting

Starrett hole saws come in handy kits, which make great PoS displays

•

•
•
•
•

performance on tubes,
particularly where there
is a need to cut through
both sides.
New tooth material with
extra cobalt for enhanced heat and wear
resistance - improving
the product life.
Ideal for solid materials
greater than 3mm (1/8”)
in thickness.
Aggressive material
penetration and kerf
clearance.
Size range: 19mm 210mm (3/4” - 8.9/32”).
51mm (2”) hole saw
depth - requires arbors
with an extended length

pilot drill (e.g. A1E, A2E
or A17-38E etc.).

Packaging
In addition to innovative
products, Starrett also
offers attractive packaging
and PoS materials. These
EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) cases offer protection
for Starrett’s hole saws,
and make a great sales
tool as well.
The kits are designed for
specific uses, including
locksmiths, electricians,
plumbers, industrial uses,
and general purpose kits.

Contact Starrett Australia:
Tel: 61 2 9620 6944
Fax: 61 2 9620 6988
info@starett.com.au
au.starett.com
Unit 2, 57 Prince William Drive
Seven Hills, NSW 2147

Special Advertising Section

Rocky Point Mulching

Three generations of family producing high quality,
environmentally friendly garden products
Rocky Point Mulching is a
family-owned and operated Sugar Cane Farm and
Sugar Cane Mulch processing plant. The company is completely vertically
integrated, as it grows,
processes and packs its
own mulch.
The company’s history
reaches back to 1949, with
the purchase of a block
of land in the
Rocky Point area
of Queensland
by the company’s
founders, Alexander and Phyl Keith.

throughout Australia.
As the company has
evolved, sustainability
has become increasingly
important to Rocky Point
Mulching. Concerns
about sustainability to the
environment influence
every component of the
business, including the
bi-products created during
manufacturing, and en-

Accidental
innovations
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In the early 1990s, as a
drought swept
through the agricultural areas, the
demand for stockfeed increased
substantially. The
sons of Alexander
Keith developed
mechanical processes
which enabled them to
harvest the sugarcane in
its green state. It could
then be used to produce
high-nutrient stockfeed.
When the rain finally
returned, the Keith family
found itself with a large
number of bales of the
sugarcane which were wet.
Improvising, they sold this
material as mulch to local
growers of avocados.
Now into its third generation of the family, Rocky
Point Mulching products
have expanded to include
a full range of premium
feeder and decorative
mulches, potting mixes,
growing media, sands,
animal bedding and more,
with the products supplied

suring that transportation
logistics are as efficient
as possible to minimise
carbon footprint.
One particular area
where Rocky Point scores
high marks, is that Rocky
Point Mulching Potting
Mixes do not contain peat
or peat product. Environmental damage has been
done to some areas where
intensive mining of peat
has taken place.

for levelling undulations
in lawns, and slow-release
fertiliser to produce a
green, healthy lawn.
The slow release fertiliser
in Lawn Star is designed
to feed the lawn for three
to four months after top
dressing. It is perfectly
balanced with mineral
content and nutrient rich
organic matter along with

to plant directly into, with
no fuss. Active 8 contains
a rich earthly blend of
organic compost, composted chicken manure,
composted cow manure,
blood and bone, gypsum,
fish meal, seaweed extract,
iron, zeolite, trace elements and humates.
Its benefits include:
• Creates a balanced, nutrient rich growing environment that ensures
spectacular growth
• Ideal for planting raised
garden beds, planter
boxes, herb gardens &
large containers
• Active 8 can be used on
all garden types, but is
best suited for vegetable gardens
• Designed to absorb and
retain water
• Ideal in the preparation
of planting fruit trees
and building up garden
beds
• Increases soil nutrient
holding capacity
wetting granules to help
• Reduces the loss of
improve dry, tired lawns.
nutrients by avoiding
leaching
Active 8
• Active 8 is prepared
Rocky Point Mulching’s
and tested under strict
Active 8 is a well-balanced
conditions and is fully
soil improver designed
certified to the Austrafor the home gardener
lian Standard 4454

Lawn Star

Rocky Point Mulching’s
Lawn Star Premium Top
Dress & Feed is a superior
blend designed to enrich
and rejuvenate lawns. This
carefully screened and formulated mix is packed with
excellent mineral content

Phone: 07 5546 2470
Fax: 07 5546 2570
Email: baled@rpmulching.com.au
Web: www.rpmulching.com.au
709 Stapylton-Jacobs Well Road
Woongoolba QLD 4207
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Malco Shear Attachments

Labour-saving, cost-effective, Malco makes power
tools even more capable
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Malco shear attachments
are labour saving and cost
effective.
A metal-cutting power shear is now a more
accessible and practical
job-site addition than ever
before. Cost-effective TurboShear attachments from
Malco Products quickly
insert into the chuck of a
corded or cordless drill,
or impact driver, to make
fast straight, curved or
square cuts in sheet metal,
metal roofing and building
panels.
A sleek, lightweight
aluminium cast shear head
and a compact, moulded
polymer drill clamp allow
maximum portability and
ease to go wherever the
work is. The telescoping
clamp adjusts to fit both
length and width of a drill
motor housing as well as
smaller bodied impact
drivers. The clamp collar
allows the shear head to
be rotated 360-degrees
and set in any position to
optimise tool clearance
and facilitate easy material
flow.
Malco TurboShears can
be operated at high or
low speeds for the control
users need to make precise trim cuts, follow tight
patterns or navigate cuts
over profiles.
A Malco model TSCM
TurboShear attachment
provides enormous value
for both the time savings it
offers and the low investment required to achieve
clean precise cuts in corrugated metal roofing panels
every time.
Specialised, elongated
blades with compact jaws
create a steep 75-degree
offset so that the drill is
held at a more vertical

approach when starting a
cut. As the offset blades
follow the rising angle of a
corrugated profile, the drill
handle or battery pack has
clearance to naturally tip
downward and still clear
the roofing panel surface.
These hardened carbon
steel blades offer long service life in 0.31 to 0.61 mm
steel roofing material.
A versatile model TSHD
TurboShear attachment
features heavy-duty
gearing and larger, wider-opening blades for
cutting up to 1.22mm cold
rolled steel, including layered metal and seams. The
model TSHD is easily manoeuvrable and capable of
making precise trim cuts,
following tight patterns.
With the head rotated for
adequate clearance, it can
also navigate mild corrugated profiles.
Both of the TurboShear
models have a lateral
blade adjustment capability to ensure that cutting
performance and manoeuvrability can be maintained
for the life of the blades.
Replacement blades are
available and can be easily
installed on the job.

Contact
BND Australia on
1300 883 520
for your nearest retailer.
More information on the
Malco range in Australia
can be found at
http://bndaustralia.com.au/
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Merlin Software
Merlin’s
is Australian retail management
software-as-a-service tailored for hardware stores
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Providing retail management software is something of a balancing act
between its true cost (the
software itself, installation
and ongoing support), the
features it provides, and
the way the product fits
with the specific needs of
individual retailers.
What makes Merlin
Software’s Cobalt Retail
outstanding in its field is
that it has found the right
balance between these
elements. By designing
not only the software, but
its provision and support
services, Merlin enables
its clients to get just the
right features, along with
the best levels of support
and service. This makes
using the software convenient and easy, while also
providing a high value
proposition.
At the core of these
innovations is Merlin’s
understanding that the
best way to deliver retail
software is through what
has been called “software
as a service”. Rather than,
as in the old days, selling
software as a standalone
product, then charging
extra for everything — such
as support and upgrades
— Merlin provides Cobalt
Retail for a single monthly fee that covers most
of what a retailer needs,
including regular quarterly
upgrades.
As a result, there’s no initial capital investment, only
a monthly budget friendly
figure to rely on (subject
to each client’s installation
requirements).
This also means that
Merlin works to maintain a
constant relationship with

its customers. The software
costs are also much easier
to forecast and plan, with
the system remaining upto-date, and functioning at
its highest efficiency.

History
Merlin has been providing software for over 30
years, and its Cobalt Retail
product has been around
for 15 years. Its happy
clients include the Sanders
H Hardware in South Australia, the famous Pedders
Suspension Australia-wide
Group, and TAFCO Rural
Supplies in Victoria.

Installation
Replacing existing and
familiar software — even
if it is just MYOB or other
non-customised solutions
— can be a difficult task.
There is bound to be some
business disruption, and a
learning curve. Even when
it is evident the long-term
advantages make the
short-term inconveniences
well worth it, that initial
few weeks spent adopting
a new system can seem
daunting.
Merlin has really thought
through this process with
its Cobalt Retail software.
To begin with, rather than
having retailers struggle
installing software on
their existing computers,
Merlin supplies a complete, high-specification,
fully warrantied server with
the software completely
pre-loaded. There are
simply no concerns at all
about making an installation work.
This server is simply

The Merlin Software team at the Hardware & Building Traders’ 2016
National Conference in Townsville, Queensland. From left: Michael Procyk,
Sam Roberts and David Beard.
Merlin Software organises user group meetings, and regularly attends
tradeshows, making it easy for clients to interact directly with the team.

plugged into the existing
network in the retail management location. To make
integrating the server as
easy and cost-effective as
possible, Merlin offers a
range of assistance even at
this level. The monthly fee
for using Merlin includes
a generous allotment of
time for initial assistance
with installation, including
remote access by Merlin
staff, who can work directly
on the server via an internet connection.
Merlin is equally happy to
provide technical assistance and information to
third-party or in-house IT
support teams, or directly
to retailers themselves, if
they prefer to look after
their own installation
details. Merlin leaves that
choice entirely up to its
Cobalt Retail clients.

Getting started
When the Cobalt Retail
software is up and running,
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there remains (of course)
still quite a bit of setup
work to get done. Merlin
has worked hard to make
sure this process is as easy
as possible for its clients.
For example, in creating
new databases for the
client information, Merlin
supplies its clients with
a set of master spreadsheets. The client fills out
the database details in the
spreadsheet (or exports
the details from an existing system), then uploads
these into Cobalt Retail,
and the necessary databases are automatically
created.
Once again, Merlin is
happy to provide online
support to make this task
easier and faster for its
clients. The company can
also provide on-site staff to
work through the process.

Continues
following page

Inside Cobalt Retail
Cobalt Retail consists of
five separate modules:
Point of Sale (Pos), Accounting, Payroll, Commission Sales, and Ecommerce.
Clients are free to select
all or any of these modules
to use.

PoS: Sales
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Cobalt Retail’s PoS module has been designed to
enable the user to access
almost all of its functions
from a single screen.
The Sales component
includes cash, account
and layby sales, as well as
estimates and suspended sales. It also provides
management features,
such as creating accounts
and products, changing
price level, and calculating discounts to maintain
margins. It also integrates
with the Accounting and
Ecommerce modules.
From a management perspective, the Sales component enables a wide range
of reporting features.
All of these functions are
designed to scale as needed. Cobalt Retail works just
as well for a single store
operation, on up to franchises with over 100 sites.

store, or a group
network.
Merlin has a history of
working with large buying
groups to create integrations with their ordering
systems and other features. This helps to achieve
the best result for both the
stores and the group.

PoS: Customer

Cobalt Retail’s Customer component combines
aspects of accounting with
functions from customer
relationship management
(CRM) software to help
retailers get the most from
their client relationships.
The Debtors Ledger looks
after customer accounts
on an ongoing and historical basis, never deleting
transactions, so that past
accounts can be easily
viewed.
Individual pricing contracts can be recorded,
customer accounts can be
consolidated, customer
details can be used for
marketing purposes.

Merlin Software’s Cobalt retail management system provides a modern,
clean interface, that works the way today’s empolyees expect software to
work.

by the ATO, and preparation of PAYG taxation.

Cobalt Retail
Ecommerce

system enables “real time”
control of sites. Should
one site suffer an interruption to internet connectivity, it continues to function
for normal sales functions,
then reports back to the
centralised system automatically whenever connection is restored.

The Ecommerce module
of Cobalt Retail is designed to make it as easy
as possible for web designers to access the data
they need directly from
Services
Cobalt Retail. This leaves
them free to use the latest
Merlin provides a full
web techniques to deliver range of services to
the best possible web site. support its Cobalt Retail
product. These include:
Accounting module
Cobalt Retail
• Configuration of the
Multi-Site
Cobalt Retail’s Accountsystem to suit your
ing component fully
Users with more than
business
integrates the Sales and
one retail site using Cobalt • Training of relevant staff
Payroll modules. Adding
Retail can access the softin each modulePOS,
supplier invoice details
wares multi-site systems.
computer and other IT
when stock is receipted,
Based on internet technolhardware and software
PoS: Stock
for example, will update
ogy, Cobalt Retail Multi• Hardware quotes from
Hardware retailers need a Accounting, eliminating
Site combines the best of
major suppliers
really robust stock datathe double-handling found connected systems, with
• Website and email hostbase. The Stock compoon some other systems.
the addition of individing under your domain
nent can allocate three sort Cobalt Retail
ual site robustness. The
name (charges apply)
levels of sub-categories to Payroll
Contact Merlin Software:
product files. Stock movement is fully integrated
Designed for small to
08 8354 1600
with Cobalt Accounting.
medium businesses,
sales@merlinsoftware.com.au
Receipting of stock into
and fully compliant with
www.merlinsoftware.com.au
Cobalt Retail will automat- Australian Taxation Office
240-280
Morphett Road. North Plympton, SA 5037
ically generate a creditor
requirements, Cobalt
invoice (or accrual). Suppli- Retail Payroll had help
er information allows stock eliminate such annoyances
to be ordered and tracked, as as repetitive data entry
and stock-take facilities
into separate systems after
ensure accuracy.
a pay run. Its facilities inOf course, the system
clude: Tracking employee
Click here to visit Merlin
scales easily. Retailers can information and accrued
Software’s
YouTube chanmaintain a product and
leave, importing or enternel
for
more
information.
pricing file for a single
ing tax scales as released
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Cowdroy Weatherseal range
Easy-to-install range of weather seals and gap fillers
for windows and doors

Cowdroy’s Weatherseal
range can be integrated into
any design, or fitted by the
consumer to existing doors or
windows. The range is made
as easy as possible to install
and come complete with fitting instructions and self-adhesive backing tape. They are a
cost-effective way to seal gaps
and cut energy bills.
The range of weatherseals
and gap fillers can be fitted to
jambs, faces or edges of most
windows and doors. Choosing
the right product depends on
the specific needs.

CM48 Rubber
Windows & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
doors. It suits most windows
and doors and will seal against
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise, insects and
seals against rodents. It will
seal gaps 3mm to 5mm, is 5m
long and comes in white or
brown.

CM59 Rubber
Window & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
can be fitted to jambs, faces
Gap Filler seals gaps in most and edges of windows and
windows and doors that are
doors. It suits most windows
3mm to 4mm. It is easy to ap- and doors and seals against
ply and saves time and money the rain, heat, cold, dust,
on expensive sealants when
draughts, noise, insects and
large gaps or cracks require
rodents. It seals gaps 2mm to
filling.
3mm, is 5m long and comes in
It is suitable for domestic and white and brown.
commercial applications and is
available in 6mm, 10mm and
CM61 Brush
15mm diameters. The product Window & Door Seal
comes in a 5m roll and is availThis continuous brush seal
able in white.
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
CM14 Foam
Windows & Door Seal doors and seals against the
heat, cold, dust, draughts and
This continuous foam seal
insects. It suits all windows and
may be fitted to jambs, faces
doors and seals gaps 3mm to
or edges of most windows and 5mm. It is 5m long and comes
doors. It is suitable for most
in grey.
windows and doors and seals
against the heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise and insects.
Contact Cowdroy
It is available in three difCowdroy can be contract by
ferent sizes. CM14 measures
phone
at:
9mm x 6mm, suitable to seal
1800COWDROY
gaps 3mm to 5mm and is 5m
long. It is available in grey and or by email at:
white.
sales@cowdroy.com.au
CM14A is 19mm x 6mm,
The Cowdroy website is
suitable to seal gaps 3mm to
located at:
5mm, is 5m long and is white.
www.cowdroy.com.au
CM14B is 12mm x 12mm,
seals gaps 8mm to 11mm, is
2.5m long and is white.

CM11 Gap Filler
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